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Marshall County Sheriff
Vows To Appeal To
Supreme Court If Needed
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BENTON, Ky-.1API Marshall-COWRYSheriff Jerry English says he will appeal
"to the Supreme Court if necessary" a
ruling that only an amendment to the Kentucky Constitution could make sheriffs
eligible to serve consecutive terms.
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Circuit Judge James Lassiter issued the
decision Friday in dismissing a suit
brought by English. The suit asked that the
Marshall County court clerk be ordered to
-plaCe English's name on the ballot in 1977.
The Kentucky Sheriff's Association
backed the litigation. English is president
of the group.

Lassiter conceftt the-sheriff had ShoWn'
"strong evidence' that the provision handicaps sheriffs in their law enforcement
duties. But he rejected English's contention that Section 99 of the state constitution, which bars sheriffs from succeeding themselves, violates the First, Fifth and 14th amendmets to the U. S. Constitution.
"As strongly as this court may disagree
personally with the basis and rationale of
the framers of Section 99, the conclusion is
inescapable that the disqualifications of
sheriffs to imrneiatlely succeed themselves in office is a perrnissable power of

the state;"Lassiter ruled:The only way that can be changed, he
said, is "through a vote of the people to
amend the constitution."
Evidence in the case "tended to show"
that the constitutional barrier excludes
"the most logical, best qualified and experienced candidates," Lassiter said.
assiter noted that the provision against
sheriffs succeeding themselves grew out of
distrust of the electorate and the fear that
a sheriff would use his powers to stay in office.
Lassiter also noted that the U. S. Constitution limits presidents to two terms.

Judge Denies Bail For Patty;
HearingSchedule,,d For Tuesday
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Patricia
Hearst's attorneys are faced with the
chore of convincing a -doubting judge he
can trust the imprisoned heiress not to flee
if she is released on bail.
The small, slender Miss Hearst was
taken back to her cell in the San Mateo
County Jail in Redwood City following a
federal court hearing here Friday where
her $500,000 bail on a bank robbery charge
was revoked and she was held without bail.
Her parents, Randolph and Catherine
Hearst, said she wanted to come home and
had hoped she might for the first time since she was kidnaped 19 months ago on Feb.
4,1974.
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The FBI, meanwhile, said it was fingerprints in a Pennsylvania farmhouse that
led to the capture of Miss Hearst and two
other Symbioresse Liberation Army members. And agents said they were eager to
wrap up some loose ends by questioning an
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'Homestead
Exemption
Is Upheld
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A 1974
amendment allowing the homestead
exemption for the elderly to go up as the
cost of living increases has been upheld by
Kentucky's highest court.
The extmption has gone up from $6,500 to
$7,700 under terms of the amendment.
The state Court of Appeals' ruling
Friday was in a case involving a Fort
Thomas woman, Mrs. M. Lee Lester, The
city refused to allow her the increased
exemption from her 1974 taxes.
Campbell Circuit Judge Frederick M.
Warren and Judge John Diskin both have
ruled the cost of living amendment unconstitutional.
Both said the state Constitution can be
amended only by a vote of the people — not
by the legislature.
But the high court held that the so-called
"rubber dollar" principle does applie to
the $6,-500 figure in the Constitution.

associate of the tiny terrorist band.
U.S. District Court Judge Oliver J. Carter set Tuesday for further hearings on
bail after U.S. Atty. James L. Browning
told him: "There are no conditions of
release that will assure Miss Hearst's
future appearance before this court." Carter described her as a someone who had
"announced to the world with others their
revolution against the system" and had
"then punctuated it with gunfire."
One of her lawyers, Terence Hallinan,
said Miss Hearst would plead innocent and
was prepared to promise the judge she
would not flee if released.
Miss Hearst, 21, was arrested Thursday
with Wendy Yoshimura, 32, who was turned over to Alameda County, Calif., authorities on charges of possessing explosives. About an hour earlier, agents
arrested SLA members William and
Emily Harris.
An FBI source in Philadelphia said

agents first picked up the cross-country
trail that led to the arrests when they unexpectedly found fingerprints of Miss
Yoshimura's in a Pennsylvania farmhouse
early this year.
The source said Miss Yoshimura hid out
near Atlantic City, N.J. sometime in 1973
IF IT'S WORTH DOING IT'S WORTH DOING THE EASY WAY—Reggie Ellis and Alton Warren, members of the Murray
in the home of Stephen Soliah. Soliah, a 27State University Maintenance Staff, take the easy way out of mowing this steep bank on the north edge of the MSU
year-old housepainter, also was arrested
Stewart Stadium grounds.
Thursday on charges of harboring Misses
Staff Photo by David Hill
Hearst and Yoshimura in a San Francisco
house.
An FBI spokesman in San Francisco
said agents were seeking Soliah's sister,
Kathy, for questioning "in connection with
the Hearst case."
Miss Soliah was a friend of Angela Atwood, one of six SLA members killed in a
May 1974 shootout with Los Angeles police.
Issue of court-ordered desegregation.
A crowd that gathered for a march in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Two anMiss Sabah also paid several visits to
"Vie are not expecting any largen--lowittown-Leniaviika
marchesthe
lablising-grammi-planned-pPatest
morning
Of
-Willie Brandt, a friend orliffss Trishirnura
crowds," Bryan said. "I think one of the
Sept.
6
was
dispersed
and
scores
of
no
orpeople
Louisville,
where
downtown
today
in
who is in Soledad Prison on a conviction of '
confusing aspects is that Concerned
were arrested for violating Mayor Harvey
ganized demonstrations have been allowed
possessing explosives.
Parents has a parade permit for next
Sloane's ban on demonstrations.
since schools opened two weeks ago under
Saturday, and they will probably generate
There has been little trouble, and no
a court-ordered desegregation plan.
a good sized crowd."
organized antibusing protests, since then.
Protestors clashed with riotequipped
Concerned Parents is the largest and
But Sloane lifted the bans last week after
police in downtown Louisville and
most vocal antibusing group in the area.
National Guard units called into the area
numerous arrests were made on Sept. 4,
Bryan said an "extra" number of police
to help restore order were deactivated. He
the day the fall term bdgan. The next
officers would be assigned to the downpermitted several groups to apply for
night, destructive violence erupted at
town area as a precautionary measure.
parade permits.
several high schools in southern Jefferson
County and officials banned public demonThe permits for today's marches were
strations.
obtained by Voters Against Busing,and Independent Taxpayers and Parents. Both
are antibusing groups. The National
Organization for Women also had a permit.
Several other groups announced plans
for rallies today or tonight to protest courtordered busing.
The Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Louisville Safety Director Allan Bryan
Squad
responded to two calls Friday night,
said one of the antibusing groups expected
the first a fire at a tobacco barn and the
about 1,000 persons to participate and the
No official statement of progress has as
second a burning home.
other anticipated between 200 and 500. The
yet been released concerning the
The first call was to the Truman Bean
_marches were scheduled to begin at 9 a.m.
negotiation session held between members
farm near Cherry Corner where a tobacco
(
DDO
)
and
end
of the striking U. A. W. Local 1068 and
around 8p. m., he said.
barn was burning. The call was_made
Tappan Company officials yesterday.
Mensjid ohe march by the women's
about 5 p.m. Squad members have not
The meeting was held at Ken-Bar near
organization had nothing to do with the
reported on the cause of the fire or the
Kentucky Dam with Walter Baer of the
amount of damage to the barn.
Federal Mediation Service in Nashville in
The second call came about one hour
chajge.
TODAY'S INDEX
later when a vacant house on Ky. 121 S.
An 1 unofficial source reported ,that
Ono Section Today
was reported burning. The house, reported
another meeting has been schedule din-the
2,3
Local Scene
to be owned by George E. Overbey, was
very near future. Baer is expected to
2
Dear Abby
reported to be a total loss.
release an official statement on yester4
Opinion Page
ROTARY CONTRIBUTION — Carney Hendon presents Hamp Erwin with a
day's meeting sometime this weekend.
6,7
Fins'N Feathers
donation to the Murray Baseball Association on behalf of the Murray Rotars
The strike, which has idled over 500
8,9
Sports
Club. The presentation came at the Rotary Club meeting Thursday.
union workers, has been in effect since
5,5
Horoscope
Clear and cooler tonight. Lows in the upStaff Photo by David Kit
June 23.
10
Comics, Crossword
per 404 to low 50s. Partly cloudy and cool
10,11
Classifieds
Sunday. Highs in the upper 604. Outlook for
12
Deaths & Funerals
Monday - partly cloudy and mild.

Anabusing Groups Plan Protest
Marches In Downtown Louisville

Rescue Squad
Responds To
Fires Friday

No Official
Word Given
On Session

Clear and Cooler

Time Has Slowed Reflexes
But Mlle Cook Still Picks Banjo
,

PARIS, Tenn. (API—Time has slowed
the reflexes, dulled the senses, dimmed
the eyesight.
But the hands of Allie Cook don't seem to
know they have been around for 118 years
as they fly across the head of an ancient
banjo he keeps around to ward off the
loneliness of nursing home life.
"It's seen some wear," Allie admits,
cradling the banjo that has been his almost
constant companion since he bought it
from a cousin in 1904 for $1.50. Allie figures
he's played t1 at five-string every day sin,
ce then.
'61 like to Tool with my banjo or my fiddle
When I get the blues," he said. "My roommate can't hear and I like to play one when
I get lonely. I played the jew's harp when I
had teeth."
Cook began teaching himself to play --the-bat* when he was 15 years old. He was
typical of the many backwoods musicians
who never read music but could hear a
piece of music and imitate the sounds.
"I didn't write music and I never lear-

area.
The years went by and he stayed near
It was all banjo and jew's harp then,
Conyersville, a small community near
playing for hoedowns, barn dances and fidParis that had become home, and played
dling contests in packed country schools.
for dances held every few nights.
"I went to the fiddling contest at the
Now, close to blind and hard of hearing,
Puryear Schoolhouse every year," Gook
Cook figures all that is behind him.
said."I won first place every time until the
last one I went to. The judges used to say
"I've not played with anybody for 20 tb
there was no need to hear the other
30 years," he said. "I play for people here
pickers."
in the (Henry County Nursing ) home and
Cook explained that "fiddling contest.'
for the preachers when they come to visit.
was just a name. Other instruments also
"But things are different now. The
were heard.
\ pickers now play a chord. I just played by
• One of Cook's big moments came at one
it
nteo.diIffe ennc
'tlmow if it's any better; It's
of those contests.
"There was a time when a picker from
Rut Co is nottone to live in th past. At
the Grand Ole Opry came up to Puryear
88, he's teaching himself to play the fiddle
when I was playing. We held a play down.
and has just undergone an operation to
Each fellow gets; up and plays three o- fotir
restore partial sight in one eye.
-short pieces and then the other gets up ald
And he still has his music.
Cook played for.square dances around: _tries to out-do him.
"My old partner used to say we could
Puryear, nine n*es 'north of Paris, every
"I beat him and the crowd loved I'
play all night and never play the same
third Friday night through the 1920s and
Cook admits that he: was tempted ,o
tune. He died a year ago. He let his music
'30s, rroviding one of the few entimes to chuck the farm and try pickiri
go and, in the end, he couldn't strike a
the big time. But he never got to Nashl
tertainthents forf the rural people of the
tune. I don't want that to happen to me"

ned to read it," he said. -When my hearing
was better, I used to hear a song and could
pick it up."
As a young man, Cook played for local
dances and get-togethers around the West
TennesseeKentucky border.
"We played all kinds of music, but
breakdowns mostly," he recalls. "I
remember one dance we played for on the
last night of the year. They wanted to dance out the old year. We sat down in a chair
to play and didn't quit until the sun came
up"
Cook has farmed fok a hiring dunr'ig most
of his life. He was born in Graves gounty in
Western Kentucky and began "drifting
toward Paris." He ovrned a farm near his
birthplace until he swapped it for one near
Hazel, Ky., on the Kentucky-Tennessee
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R PROFESSIONAL
TRAINING
SESSION
Three
groups
of
paraprofessihals, instructors who tutor homebound students, from Paducah.
Murray, and Bowling Green, recently participated in a five day Adult Ectucatiern Pre-Service Training Session at Murray State University. The session included a
one day field session at the Land Between The Lakes and a tour of the Murray
State Biological Station. Those who attended the session from Murray, shown
left to right at the Biological Station Library, Are: Kary Futrell; Edna Davenport:
Chuck Guthrie, Director of the Learning Center at Murray State; and Linda
Traughber.
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The Town and Country
Homemakers Club held its
regular meeting on Thursday,
September 11, at 7:30 p. m. at
the home of Pat Harcourt with
Delores Lawson and Kaye
Doran as cohostesses.
Kaye Doran gave the devotion
and thought for the month.
Members answered the roll call
with "How I'd Like To Improve
My Community, Club or
Nation."
The president, Pat Harcourt,
presided and gave reports.
Year books were passed out and
hostesses and cohostesses for
the year were assigned.
Geneva Giles gave the lesson
on "Clothing Guideposts," and
Jackie Conley presented a
lessen—ens----mindoor Landscaping."
Refreshments were served to
fifteen members and one guest,
Nancy Hart. Other members
present, not previously mentioned, were Peg Moffett,
Verona Grogan, Janette Smith,
Eva Hopkins, Donna Story:
Jackie Harrison, Greta Gargus,
Peggy Allgood, Helton Carlin,
and Carolyn Ramsey.

a
Chronic Busybody
Sets off Spat
By Abigail Van Buren
Inc
11ITS by Cakbee Tribvn•-11.,.
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tafottette, general president of the Murray WOMAWS Club ami a member of the
Alpha, Home, and Musk Departments of the club, is shown with other officers of the Music
Department prior to their first fall meeting at the entrance of the dub house. Pictured, left to
right, are Mrs. Lames Kline, treasurer, Mrs. Lafollette, Mrs. Morgan Sisk, vice-chairman, and Mrs. J.
Donald Brock, chairman. Mrs. Rob Ray, treasurer, was absent.
Staff Photo by Gene Mt-Cutcheon

Special Program Of,Songs And
Pictures Presented At Music
Department Supper Meeting
A trip around the United
States in music and pictures
was taken by approximately
sixty-five women when the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met for
the first meeting of the fall at
the club house on Tuesday.
September 16.
Fouctwkag41ad WI:9er
provided by the members of the
department and a business
meeting, the women of the
department accompanied by
Mrs. Joe Prince on the piano
sang songs such as "This Land
Is Your Land, This Land Is My
Land," "My Old Kentucky
Home," "Yankee Doodle,"
"I've Been Working On The
Railroad," and "America, the
Beautiful." Dramatic slides
were shown by Mrs. Charles
Moffett to go with the words of
each song. Mrs. Morgan Sisk
was in charge of the program.
Mrs. Donald Brock, chairman, presided. Miss Rebecca
Dublin, pro tern secretary, read
the minutes, Mrs. James Kline,
trtasurer, gave her report.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, chairman
of the Music Department style
show, gave her report and
announced her committee. The
style show normally held in the
spring will be held this year on
Tuesday evening, October 21.
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten is
in charge of ticket sales. All
members of the Music
Department have tickets for
sale.
Mrs. H. W. Wilson will be in
charge of obtaining fashions
from local stores; Mrs. John
Winter will arrange the music,
Mrs. Carole Hahn will handle
the publicity, and Mrs. Larry
Doyle, the props.
Mrs. Brock announced that
Mrs. Prince will be chorus
director this year. Mrs. Glenn

Wilcox talked about the Youth
Concerts, the first of which will
be "Peter and the Wolf" under
the direction of Neale Mason to
be given at 8:45 and 10:00 a. m.
in Lovett Auditorium.
Mrs. Winter talked about the
Murray Civic Music Membership Drive and the group
voted -to illee four student
tickets to the high schools and to
also give 850 to Murray Civic
Music, thereby becoming a
sustaining patron.
Chorus practice followed the
adjournment of the regular
meeting at 8:45 p. m.
Hostesses for the evening
were Mesdames Donald Brock,
Morgan Sisk, Rob Ray, James
Kline, Glenn Wilcox, Joe
Prince, Donald Burchfield,
Charles Moffett, Richard
Farrell, and Carole Hahn.

-1 7-- sztxtzt.
BURKEEN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Burkeen of Murray Route Three
are the parents of a baby girl,
Erica Marie, weighing nine
pounds 31-4 ounces, born on
Tuesday, September 9, at the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
The new father is employed at
Ward-Elkins Company,
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert E. Burkpen of
Martly- Rduter Thitse -and- Mt.
and Mrs. Julian Thomas of
Mayfield.

DEAR ABBY: I have a friend
call "Mrs. Busybody"
who phones me almost every day to ask,"What did you do
last night?" And if I tell her I attended a party, she asks,
"Who all was there?"
Last week, my husband and I attended a small dinner
party at the home of a woman who is also a fried of- Mrs.
Busybody,and the hostess made me promise not Co mention
the party to our mutual friend
Sure enough, Mrs. Busybody phoned the morning after
the party asking,"What did you do last night?" Naturally,
I had to tell her. (How could I have gotten out of it?)
Now my hostess is angry with me because Mrs.
Busybody let her know immediately that I had told her
about the party.
How can a person avoid getting in the middle like I did?
TRAPPED
DEAR TRAPPED: First, you don't have to promise not
to tell anybody anything. (Say, "I won't volunteer any
information, but if I'm asked, I won't lie.")
And you aren't compelled to answer any questions you
don't want to answer just because someone has had the
nerve to ask
DEAR ABBY: I am employed as a housekeeper for a rich
lady. When things don't go to suit her, she never tells me to
my face-Instead,she vaitsait,oh a piacesf.paper and puts it_
Where
it, making sure she is never around when I
read it.
Abby, I can understand English, and she can speak it, so
why doesn't she tell me what's on her mind instead of
sending me these notes all the time?
Don't tell me to ask her. She is a very touchy lady.
I RRITATED

-not mid

WILSON BOY
John Wayne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. George
Wayne Wilson for their baby
DEAR IRRITATED: Why don't you write her a note
boy born on Wednesday, September 10, at the Western and ask her? If you can stand one more note, that is,
because that's probably how she'll reply.
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
DEAR ABBY: Should a young person
Mrs. Jack Wilson of Fancy a rule that is set down by his (or her) be able to question
parents? My parents
Farm and Mr. and Mrs. R. C. often allude to the times when children accepted their
Scott of Murray.
parents' rules without question.
I think that's wrong. I want to know the reasoning
Babe SSaial11100111111-1•11100404011a6011/16
behind the rules. I also think I should be able to question
decisions that are supposedly for my own good.
I'm 17 and old enough to be able to take part in some of
the decisions that will affect my life And I don't think a
person my age should have to accept rules he doesn't
understand or agree with.
FINN Havre, Trovatilin
My parents think I'm shasseg disrespect, but all I am
doing is asking for a little more respect from them. Am I out
of line?
A YOUNG READER
of
embroidery
crewel
stitches
books
New
at the Calloway
County Public Library include and designs for projects
DEAR READER: No. A 17 year old should be able to
ranging from a simple book- question a rule applied to him
the following:
or her) by a parent. The wise
HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, mark to an elaborate wall and patient parent will explain it. But the ultimate decision
by Frank Finnerty, M. D. hanging.
rests with the parent until the child is of legal age
THE MANDARIN CYPHER,
McKay Publishers.
This book gives step-by-step by Adam Hall. Doubleday.
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
Mr. Hall is back with another
programs for healthful living
reply,
write to ABBY: Boa No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
and commonsense advice about first-rate thriller—.a novel of Enclose stamped. self-addressed
envelope, please.
how to deal with the anxieties espionage and adventure
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
featuring
Quiller,
cool
the
and stress of modern life.
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
SYLVIA PORTER'S MONEY super-efficient agent from "How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
BOOK, by Sylvia Porter. London's top-secret bureau.
long. self-addressed, stamped (20e) envelope
Doubleday.
The author tells how to earn
money, spend it, save it, invest
it, borrow it, and use it to
"better your life." Over one
thousand pages of financial
help.
NEEDLEPOINTS TO GO, by
The Calloway County Freed- a rummage sale was planned Mrs. Mary Frances McManus
Brande Ormond. Houghton Hardeman Associates met for for mid October. It was decided and Mrs. Jackie Herndon.
Mifflin.
their monthly meeting on that each Tuesday night prior to Members in attendance were:
The dozens of delightful small Tuesday evening, September 9, the October 14th meeting would Mesdames Willard Alls, Jerry
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Curtis Gipson of Murray has needlepoint objects in this book at the University Church of be set aside as a work night to Bolls, Ed Casteel, John Dale,
prepare for this event. Any Danny Herndon. Jackie Hernbeen a patient at Lourdes of patterns include belts, key Christ Annex.
rings, hot pads, coasters, and
Mrs. Willard Ails, president, donations will be accepted by don, Mike Henson, David
Hospital, Paducah.
small picture frames.
presided and presented Mrs. members.
Jackson, Mary Frances McACTOR,
by
Jerome Ralph Wilson who introduced
PADUCAH PATIENT
Manus, Darrell Mathis, W. T.
An
invitation
from
the
Graves
Ralph Wilson, Minister of the
Mrs. Robert Thompson of Lawrence. Putnam.
County Freed-Hardeman Patterson, Walter Pigg, Frank
Laced with humor and rich in New Concord Church of Christ,
Murray has been a patient at
Spiceland, John Steele, Joe
anecdotes this book is an af- who gave the evening devotion. Associates was related inviting Thornton, Rudy Tripp, Robert
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
members
to
meet
with
them
on
fectionate study of talented
Business for the evening
Monday evening, October 6, in Usrey, Ralph Wilson, and D. E.
Paul Muni.
centered around the benefit
Mayfield. This will be a com- Yates. Guests attending were:
dinner to be held on Saturday,
THE
bined meeting for an exchange Mesdames Wayne Clark, Don
ECOLOGICAL
September 27 at 5:30 p.m. at the
Dycus, Holman- Jones, Jack
ECLAIR, by Frances S.
of ideas.
North Calloway Elementary
Special
Rose, Steve Sammons, Ronnie
Goulart. Macmillan.
Refreshments were served by Sills, and Jackie Winchester.
School. Tickets will be sold for
For those who want to live it
$3.50 per person with all
up with something sweetoff
proceeds going to Freedtasting yet healthful this author
Hardeman - rotteg-e---Th-Hea--Rob Roy
tells how to use natural foods to
derson, Tenn.
Long Steers
make several delicious sounThe guest speaker for the
ding recipes.
event will be E. Claude GardPLEASURES OF CREWEL
The August meeting of Tau 27 at one p. m.
ner, president of Freedby Jo Springer. Universal
Hardeman
College.
En- Phi Lambda Sorority, Omicisin
Discussion was held on the
Publighers.
tertainment will be furnished by Alpha Chapter was held at Jean scholarship that is given by the
;04 Main
In this book you will find
Dr. and Mrs. Josiah Darnall. Richardson's home on August sorority to a girl from the oninstructions for a wide variety
Anyone interested in Christian 26 at seven p. m. with Ernestine campus sorority. The comeducation is invited to attend, Garland serving as co-hostess. mittee consists of Diana Lyons,
sunsaS
and any member of the
Martha Andrus called the roll chairman, Ann Spann, Donna
Associates may be contacted and
read the
minutes. Garland, and Carol McDougal.
006011.
for tickets.
Correspondence was read from
Carol McDougal reported that
Mrs. Ails asked the members North Elementary School work has begun for the Little
to introduce their guests and thanking the sorority for the Miss Kentucky Pageant to be
welcomed them to the meeting. equipment purchased for the held in the spring.
The other officers and com- school. Peggy Shoemaker gave
_ Door prizes were won by
mittee chairmen who were the treasurer's report.
Carol McDougal and Loretta
presented are Mrs. Walter
Donna Garland gave a report Jobs. The next. meeting
will be
Pigg, vice president; Mrs. on the Beech
Bend trips made September 23 at 6:30 p. m. at
Jackie Herndon, secretary; by the
Rangerettes and the Seven Seas Restaurant with
Mrs. Mary Frances McManus, Rangers. It
was also reported Diana Lyons serving as cotreasurer; Mrs. Ed Casteel, that a Pizza
Party was planned hostess.
projects chairman; Mrs, Jerry on
Monday, September 8, at
Bolls, publicity chairman.
Members present were Jean
Pagliai's for the Rangers apd
Suedeine SHOULDER BAGS
The guests were shown the Rangerettes.
Richardson, Donna Garland,
Assorted lall
Prur-s (.4rd
Freed-Hardeman Cookbooks,
Colors, Styles
Dinah Westerman, Carol Mc!hr. Toculas
A discussfon was held on the Dougal, Ann Spann, Cynthia
SAVE S1.20. Reg $497
Ceylon Tea, stainless steel
knives, "Drug Use and Abuse" Miss Rangeirette contest which Hart, Martha Andrus, Jeanie
DU** Your MASTER CHARGE Card
books, and other items that the is to be held September 28 at Lamb, Diana Lyons, Loretta
147 Man -Thum
Associates' group has available thitee_p. m. at the Woodrnen of Jobs, Edna Bogard, and Peggy
Bel-Mr Stappina Center
104 Friday
DCSat
Murray
14Sun
the World Building. Rehearsal Shoemaker. Donna Johnson
for sale at all times.
1 be on Saturday, September attended as a guest.
Get tokno/ us: you'll like us.
Members were reminded that
-`

LIBRARY NOTES

Freed-Hardeman Associates Plan
Benefit Dinner At North School

11Paeonata

20%

Tau Phi lambda_Sorority Holds
Meeting At The RichardsonHome

Knit Shirts
Youth Shop
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Pat Harcourt
Hostess For
Club Meeting

Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Lawrence

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. (Bill) Lawrence of Hazel Route One will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, September
Tiwe
28,at the Hazel Community Center at the old Hazel School.
NOW Oct. 2
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of
your hairdresser dems it ban.
two and five p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence were married September X, 1925, by
Warr go•haft.••••••
the late John Legon near Mt. Pleasant, Tenn. Their attendants
licarille whir Imre
were Willie Paschall, brother of Mrs. Lawrence, Miss Carrie
Hooper,Ivie Bucy,and Miss Buela Valentine,
Mrs. Lawrence, the former Shelia Paschall, is the daught$r of
_ VIS
the late- Mr. and-Mri. Alfred Pikhall of Puryear,'Tenn. Mr.
'31 9 73 • 31Sain I
I
Lawrence, a retired farmer, is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Fleming Lawrence of Hazel.
Les Saar Fit-Sat. 11:40 P.M.
Reed(X)18 or Ow Only
They are the parents of four children who are H. M. Lawrence,
Jr., of Hazel Park, Mich., Edward Lawrence of Claymount,
Tbre
Delaware, Lowell Lawrence of Detroit, Mich., and Annette Hicks
I 7 15,3 5-2 315.9. Sm't
CListi
of Murray. They have seven grandchildren.
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 22, 1975
Look in the section in which, PISCES
your birthday comes and find ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Be ready for changes. Some
what your outlook is, according
KIDSHOW SAT. 2:30
surprising instructions may be
to the stars.
given regarding your defies and' "Morales le The tiaaanW Wade
responsibilities. Maintain balARTIFS
REM OVERI
ance and avoid overreacting.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 29)
Keep on the lookout for a
YOU BORN TODAY are
chance to get a better work endowed with a wealth of
assignment or some fringe personality, are artistically
benefit. Taking on an extra inclined and will work hard to
chore without being asked could achieve your goals. At times, ,91 asopvc g,•,
7 L119,9•11.110
,`239111.2311
,
9,
hasten such a bonus.
however, you can be very set in
TAURUS
your ways, thus frustrating
?As
i, loved ones and business
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tS4
masa.
Keep on your toes now. A associates. You are extremely
2 Good Uns
competitive factor of which you versatile and could succeed in
are unaware could be building many fields; would make an
MITCHUM
up. Watch, too, for some tricky outstanding scientist, an able
•••••91
maneuvering.
statesman or diplomat. In the
1199.998.99
1•131.99
GEMINI
theater, you could shine 'as
mul
(May 22 to June
actor or director, and you could
MOB
Group activity is highly also excel as an educator or
favored. Stars indicate now is historian. Cultivate your talent
the time for you to make some for music, painting or sculpture
ROAD*
exciting new contacts.
ilrist4DE-alaR'
— if only as an avocation. BirthCANCER
date of: Michael Faraday,
(June 22 to July 23)
*SW Hwy WED*
world-renowned physicist.
Ewa Failure Shown Oaca *rely
Beware of "tips," the "inside
SNACKS
NEEDED
information," always available
Should preschool children QUEEN OF THE PRIVATE EYES
but rarely worth anything. In all
matters, investigate for ac- have snacks? Studies of nursery
school children show that when
curacy, details, truth.
snacks are eaten reasonably far
LEO
ahead of mealtime, a child's
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 424iCik
041.
• 41././16.,
,
As with Cancer, this is a appetite for dinner remains
period in which to put your good. In fact, if you let your
•
=AC
:TRICK
investigative mind to work. But, child become too hungry, or too
IMES , RIM=
in your case, search may turn tired before a meal, he may, Iva hot.
a
up some highly profitable in- become irritable and eat less.
formation.
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VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some new insight could lead
to high achievement or bigger
profits now. A fine Mercury
aspect stimulates perceptiveness, intuition.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
Stellar influences now give
you an edge in any challenges
you are likely to face — but be
alert, nevertheless. You
COULD miscalculate somewhere along the line.

an

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Gains indicated in your
material status. Don't hesitate
to confide your objectives to
superiors — who should be in
receptive mood just now.
SAGITTARIUS
Nolo. 23 to Dec. 21) Alit
Try to avoid verbal or
emotional confrontations. If
necessary, YOU be the one to
offer compromise, but don't
abandon high principles.

nvetr•

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Viti
4
This is a day for aggressive
action. Aim for your goals in a
swift, sure manner, but don't
tread on sensitive toes.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 VAI
Personal, relationships at
their most congenial. In fact, a
resourceful friend may even
help you to attain a long
cherished desire
(
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Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
—Open 12:00 A.M. Til 6 P.M.—

HEARTLINE
. answers your questions
. . cuts the red tape
. solves consumer problems
. . . gives information and referral
WRITE HEARTLINE if you have a
problem you want the HEARTLINE specific
staff to

help you with.

Read HEARTLINE
mthe
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•Saturday, September 20
Flea market by Gamma
Gamma Chapter, Beta Sigma
Phi, will be at the Bel Air
Shopping Center starting at
eight a.m.

GLAMOUR Magazine says:
Shoes and boots that hurt end up
in the back of the closet and no
one can afford that kind of
waste these days. Unless you
have a special foot problem that
should be taken to a physician
or podiatrist, here are some
happy ways to avoid the usual
foot aches and complaints. They
were suggested by Dr. Edward
Stamm, president of the
Podiatry Society of the State of
New York.
THE NEW HIGHER HEELS
By tilting your toes down and
Cheerful Homemakers Club hells up, high-heeled shoes
will meet at Douglas Com- shorten hamstrings ( tendons
munity Center at seven p. m. and muscles at the back of your
legs. Stepping down to low heels
or bare feet stretches them
again. You can minimize strain
by easing out a (or into) high
heels gradually. For example, if
Wednesday, September 24
Murray State Amateur Radio you wear flats to work and plan
Club will meet at the Ham on high heels for evening, wear
medium-heeled shoes a half
Shack at 7:30 p. m.
hour or so in between, maybe
Senior Citizens of Dexter while dressing for your date.
You can also keep muscles
Community will meet at the
Dexter Community Center at and tendons limber by trying
the
following
stretching
9:30 a. m.
exercise half a dozen times
Douglas Center_ on North 2nd (about two minutes) daily:
Street will open at one p. m. for Stand barefoot and erect with
your palms against the wall (an
senior citizens.
arm's length away anti at
shoulder height). With a slow,
Bowling for senior citizens
continuous motion, bend your
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
elbows and come as close to the
p. m.
wall as you can without bending
GENERAL TIPS
your body or lifting your heels.
Remember that skin care can
Ladies day luncheon will be
Count to five, then push back help eliminate odor. First,
served at noon at the Murray
slowly and repeat. up
lightly rub away dead skin with
Country Club withMrs. Wayne , - •
pumicestonelevathaft—
Doran si-hurchenn - chairman.
BOOT Tiff' Then try a good moisturizer (if
Bridge will be at 9:30 a. M. with • Cossack or cowboy boots are
you have dry skin) or witch
Mrs. Wells Purdom and Mrs. great outdoors. But if they're
hazel ( if your skin is too moist).
George E. Overby, Sr., as heavy (not all are) you may be
—To deodorize your shoes,
chairmen.
in for some foot fatigue unless sprinkle some baking soda
you limit wearing time. Maybe inside. And don't wear the same
switch to lighter shoes or pair all the time.
UNBUTTON, BUT ZIP UP
Before placing clothes in the slippers at home or keep an
washing machine, be sure extra pair at the office.
Leather boots are porous,
WOOL AND SILK
buttons are unbuttoned. This
Fall and winter fashion
prevents strain on buttons and synthetics aren't. Perspiration
buttonholes. But close all zip- can evaporate through a leather collections from Italy include
pers and hooks to avoid boot but may be trapped inside ensembles that pair double face
a synthetic. The solution: Just wool coats with silk dresses.
snagging.

Women's
Christian
Fellowship, First Christian
Church, will have a salad
potluck supper at the church at
6:30 p. m. with the program by a
Music
ensemble,
vocal
Department, Murray Woman's
Football Season Kickoff Club.
Dance will be at the Murray
Country Club from ten p. m. to
one a. m. with music by Jasmin.
Admission is $10 per couple and
no reservations are necessary.
Robertson School PTA will
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Waldrop are meet at seven p. m. at the
school.
in charge of arrangements.
Dance by Murray Shrine Club
will be from 8:30 p. m. to
midnight at Waterfield Student
Union ballroom, Murray State.
Murray Chapter Parents
Without- Partners will have a
party at the home of Jean Hurt,
1708 Calloway, at eight p. m.
For information call 753-3992.
Sunday, September 21
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at two p. m.for points in 26
classes.
Friendship Sunday. School
Class of the First United
Methodist Church will have a
potluck picnic at the Murray
City Park at 5:30 p.m. Each one
is to bring silver and drinking
cup. Drinks will be furnished.
Open house and dedication of
Hazel Community Center will
be from two to four p. m. The
public is invited.

Spring Creek Baptist Church
will
its
hold
annual
homecoming with all day
services. Donations will be
taken for the cemetery upkeep.
Monday, September 22
La Leche League will meet at
eight p. m. at the home of Jane
Flint, 107 Clark Street.
Night Owl Homemakers Club
will meet with Cathy Denton at
seven p. m.

September 12, 1975
Adults 118
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSION
wear thin cotton socks or
Baby Girl Coltharp ( mother:
"footies" under your stockings
Esta lea Route 2, Wingo.
to absorb moisture and provide
wear
DISMISSALS
insulation.( Remember to
William G. Lawson, 1002
them when you buy the boots to
Glendale Road, Murray, Mrs.
get a proper fit.)
The new loose-fitting boots Margaret D. Davis, 716 N.
are great-looking 'With this Poplar St., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
year's bigger skirts, sweater Suzanne Thompson, Route 4,
styles and fuller dresses. But if Murray, Mrs. Lola R. Chadyou still plan to wear your old wick, Route 5, Murray, William
R. Pendergrass,
Route 1,
close-fitting boots, be sure t&-",
Farmington,
Guinn H. Jones,
way.
put them on the right
in- Route I, Box 84, Murray, Buel
stockings,
(Support
E. Stalls, 407 North 5th St.,
the
on
cidentally, should be put
same way.) Start with your foot Murray, Mrs. Debra Helen
drained of excess fluids — i. e., Carter and Baby Girl, 425
elevate it for about two minutes. Central Avenue, Mayfield, Mrs.
Keep your foot raised when you Marilyn B. Dodd, Route 2,
zip or pull the boot on. This way Paris, Tn., Mrs. Lois Vivian
the snug fit will support your Marsh, New Concord, 'Miss
leg, not stifle circulation by Rennee D. Ballard, Apt. B8,
trapping extra fluid in your foot Murray Manor, Murray, Luther
-7—
-511''Whi'lL11,and leg like a tigbrgarier
MSU, Murray, Mrs. Penny
SHOES IN GENERAL
Carol Wheeler, Route 1,
A good rule of thumb is to fit Mayfield,
Don
Edward
shoes to their function. More
Paschall, Route 1, Box 107,
flat
flexible sandals or
Murray, Mrs. Jean A. Johnston,
espadrilles are fine for walking 1704
Farmer, Murray, Miss
on softer country roads or inCynthia K. Caputo, Box 2410
doors. But for hard city
University Station, Murray,
pavements you need better'arch Mrs.
Judy H. Carroll, 1905
support. Wedges have an adGatesboro, Murray, Mrs.
vantage here, and you'll be Martha
Sue Thompson, Route 8,
seeing lots of them this spring.
Mayfield, Mrs. Novie Hale, 1635
Regular shoes should be Riley
Court, Murray, Rural
reinforced at the "shank,"
Route Jones, 507 Whitnell,
which is the area between the
Murray.
heel and ball of your foot.
CAN STORAGE
Commerically canned foods
should be stored no longer than
a year, says the consumer
eduoatiun deparablumMi., of
.Cornell University here. Longer
storage will not spoil canned
food, but it may lose color,
flavor and nutritive value.
Open cans of food can be
stored
safely
in
the
refrigerator, but acid products
such as tomatoes and citrus
juices will taste better if they
are transferred to nonmetal
containers. Acids can dissolve a
little iron from open cans and,
while it is not harmful, it may
make the food taste metallic.

The Murray
Ledger to Times

The Ritual of Jewels for new member, Jackie Morris, second from right, was held by Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. Shown,left to right, are Martha Beale, Beverly Brittian, Jackie
Morris, and Linda Fain.

Ritual Of Jewels For Member Is
Held By Gamma Gamma
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
second meeting of the sorority
year at the home of Linda Fain'
on Thursday, September 11, at
seven p. m.
The program,for the evening
was, "Woman, Her Heritage
and Her Hope," which was
presented by Linda Fain. All
members participated.
The Ritual of Jewels was held

for Jackie Morris. After conclusion of the Ritual, all of the
members congratulated Mrs.
Morris on becoming a new
member.
A new Valentine Queen,
Janella Fox, was elected for the
1975-76 year.
Refreshments of soft drinks,
cake and cookies were served
hostess, Kathy
the
by
Lichtenegger.

HAIR PROTECTION
"Blow-dry" hair styles
continue to be popular. They
give a more natural look and
usually save time. However,
according to at least one
researcher writing for a
pharmaceutical journal, care
must be taken to insure that
unnecessarily
isn't
hair
damaged in the process.
A home dryer should be
selected and used with care.
According to the article, the
dryer should have a label
bearing the approval of Underwriters' Laboratories to
insure it won't produce a
temperature hot enough to burn
_hair

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p. m.
Mateen will hett'W Hail
at seven p. m:
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the club
house.

11.4S-Sieri 7• IS

Prices Good Sun. thru Tues. Sept. 21-23
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

I.
hood Uns
Thar

New Hours:

ITCH UM
Tau Phi Lambda will meet at
Seven Seas Restaurant at 6:30
p. m.

Mon.-Thurs. 9-9
Fri. & Sat. 9-10
Sun. 11:30-6

9.0000 SHOPPING SPREE

Enter At Service Desk!! Drawing At 5;00 p.m.!! Must Be Present To Win!!!

Last Weeks
Winner
Lorene Nonney
Route 1
Benton, Ky.

MOE
A classic fragrance now gitwi
you full-time protection . . .

Old Spice ® Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant
De orant
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WHEELER TWIN GIRLS
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Wayne
Wheeler of Cuba are the parents
of twin girls, Monica Shaye and
Misty Raye, born on Monday,
September 8, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Wheeler of Mayfield
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Wiley of Wingo Route
Two.
SWAFFORD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn D.
Swafford, 560 Wilson Bridge
Drive, Apt. B-1, Oxon Hill,
Maryland, announce the birth of
a son, Glenn Michael, weighing
eight pounds two ounces, born
Wednesday, September 17, at
7:46 a.m. at the Greater
-gouthenst Community Hospital,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Swafford, the former
Anne Warren Nance of Dyersburg, Tenn., is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Max
Nance of Murray. She recently
Certified
the
passed
Professional Secretary
examination and is the senior
Chief
secretary to the
Engineering Officer at Amtrak
in Washington. The rew father
is the Safety Reporting Officer
for the Director of Safety at
Amtrak.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Doyle Swafford of
Dyersburg, Tenn. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. N. C.
Warren of Friendship, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Crum of
Newbern,Tenn.,and Mrs. W. A.
Swafford ,of Dyersburg, Tenn.
MISs Debbie Lee, Murray, is
an aunt and W. and Mrs. Art
Lee, Murray, are a great-aunt
and uncle.

No pins .. . No belts ...

BOX OF 30

STAYFREE
MAXI-PADS
Box of 30 Stayfree Masi Pads. No
belts Of pins needed.

RIGHT GUARD
Double Protection

DEODORANT

Box of 30 Daytime Kimbies with
tallowy fluff fillers. Shaped the
my your baby ts to keep him dryer
sod happier. No pins needed.
Limit two per family.

With New Staying Power

86c
For more concentrated
cleaning power...

NO BUGS
M5.LADY
SHELF
DRAWER
PAPER

Concentrated
Laundry
Detergent
HU,. 1.28

49-oz (net wt.) of Concentrated
altOi) Detergent. Mates coiors and
white clothes darzle to their
cleanest.

11-oz. (net wt.) tubes of Duro ® Super
Glue-3 that bonds in seconds. One drop
holds 5,000 lbs. Super fast! Super
strong! Its clean and permanent.

PM

[

Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented fur
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions Letters to the editor us response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.

The Murray Ledger & Times

Walter L. Apperson, publisher

Published By

MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor
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Guest Editorials

Business Mirror

Agree Or Not

The Changing Past Uncle Sam Cast In
In most societies, a historian is
a person who assesses the past
from a perspective of time.
A Communist historian has a
more difficult task. He must be a
nimble rewrite man in order to

keep up with changes in the party
line.
Or as one Russian is quoted:
"The greatest problem facing
Communist historians is how to
predict the past."
-Columbia (S.C.) State

So Much
For Dreaming
Vice
Presiden't
Nelson
Rockefeller has bought a $35,000
bed for the newly designated vice
presidential
mansion
in
Washington.
Rockefeller—one of the country's richest men—described the
bed as an "apparatus for
dreaming."

At the price, it should be that,
and more.
For most people, a $35,000 bed
probably would have just the opposite effect.
Rather than dreaming, they'd
have nightmares trying to figure
out how to pay for it.
-Columbus (Ga.) Enquirer

Competition Role

NEW YORK (AP) — Uncle Sam might
seem a most unlikely competitor of the
home mortgage seeker, but that's the role
in which he is cast in the latest act of the
sad drama of the housing industry.
The U.S. Treasury on Tuesday auctioned
$3 billion in two-year notes at an average
yield of 8.44 per cent. Denominations were
as low as $5,000, which in effect made the
notes available to investors of limited
means.
Much of the money, it is believed, was
raised by individuals who withdrew cash
from savings accounts at thrift institutions
— savings and loan associations and
savings banks — which are limited by law
to 7.75 per cent.
The thrift institutions are the main source of mortgage money for single-family
houses. When money is withdrawn from
their accounts they are inclined to be less
willing mortgage lenders. It has happened
before.
All investors today are more
sophisticated than they were 10 years ago,
made so by the necessity to protect the
savings it took them years of sacrifice to
accumulate. They chase interest rates.
It is for this reason that some housing industry and thrift industry officials fear
that housing will take another body blow,
thus ending the timid recovery that began
earlier this year.
"Rates are now high enough-tor disintermediation," said Robert Sheehan,
director of economic research for the National Association of Homebuilders. "It's a
real threat," he said of the possibility that

money would move in great amounts from
thrift institutions.
George Hanc,economist for the National
Association of Mutual Savings Banks,
maintains that a marked slowdown in deposits already has occurred, after a
record-breaking inflow during the second
quarter of the year.
In June, for example, $746 million was
added to deposits at member savings
banks. In August, deposits exceeded withdrawals by only $10 million,the third worst
performance for that month in 25 years,
said Hanc.
The deposits downturn hasn't yet shown
up in figures of the U.S. League of Savings
Associations, whose members reported
record-breaking inflows for several months this summer.
Now that interest rates are rising, at
least two dangers exist for housing:
—That depositors will withdraw their
savings and put them where rates are
highest, thus reducing the amount of
money available for mortgages.
—That the rising interest rates and
disintermediation will discourage lenders
from making home loans from what money remains until the .situation stabilizes
and they can read their own future.
Hanc believes chances are higher for an
uptrend rather than a decline in competitive interest rates.
Housing, meanwhile, remains mired in
one of itsworst depressions in a long time.
Housing starts totaled only 1,239,000 in
July and 1,260,000 in August, whereas a 2
million unit rate is widely considered
necessary to satisfy basic needs.

Economic Problems Common

Third World Owes More Effort
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10 Years Ago
All students attending Murray State
University have been extended an invitation to be at the Welcome Student
party planned September 21 on the court
square by the merchants of Murray.
Ellen Watson of Lynn Grove 4-H Club
was named Purchase Area Junior
Champion in Food Preservation at the
Junior Achievement Day at LaCenter.
Past Masters Night will be held tonight
at the Masonic Hall by Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons.
Arlie Scott of Murray will be a judge at
the Graves County 4-H Club Fat Calf Show
and Sale.
Betty Riley, Joy Johnson, Bobbie
Garrison, Betty Purcell, Katherine Lax,
Virginia Buchanan, Phairee Cook,
Dorothy Brinn, Gladys Etherton, and Joy
Rowland had the top ten averages in
bowling for the Magic Tri League last.
week.

90 Years Ago
The Grand Jury returned thirteen indictments in its report to the Calloway'
County Circuit Court with Judge H. H.
Lovett, Sr., presiding.
,Eugene Armstrong of Lynn Grove High
School FFA Chapter will be one of twelve
Kentucky FFA members to receive the
organization's highest honor at the
national convention at Kansas City October 10-13.
Billy J. Parker and Gerald T. Parker of
Murray are serving aboard the destroyer
tender USS Prairie which is scheduled to
return to San Francisco in mid-October
after completing a six months tour in the
Far East.
James Overbey spoke on "Status of
Women in Kentucky" at the meeting of the
Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarice Rohwedder and
daughters, Clarice and Eileen, have
returned from Muskegon, Mich., where
they attended the funeral of her brother,
Leo Neioche.

Bible Thought
. . . In the name of Jesus Christ
of Nazareth rise up and walk. Acts
3:6.

God often answers our prayers
by saying: Stand- up and Get
Going! )

A

•
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30 Years Ago
Twenty-five Calloway County men will
report for induction into the Armed Forces
on October 1, according to officials of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
All trainees of the Navy Academic
Refresher Unit hised on the Murray State
College campus will be detached about
November 29, acting president M. 0.
Wrather announced. The Navy Unit was
established at the college on July 1, 1944.
The U.S. Naval Flight Preparatory School
was based at MSC from January 1, 1943 to
October 31, 1944.
Deaths reported this week include Eston
Newton Cunningham and Mrs. Louise
Collie.
Dewey Ragsdale has been named
chairmin of the local Red Cross Chapter of
West Totaaaksee and Kentucky Camp and
Hospital Cotiacils that has headquarters in
Memphis, Term...
The Murray Woman's Club opened the
1945-46 season with Mrs. Augustus Thomas
and Mrs. Earle Rabold as speakers. Mrs.
Garnett Jones is club president.
Rev. L. T. Daniel who recently resigned
as pastor of Elm Grove Baptist Church to
move to Simpsonville was honored with his
family at a special all day meeting by the
Elm Grove Church,

When the "non-aligned" nations met recently at Lima,
Peru, they called again for a new
world economic order to close
the gaps between the "have"
and "have not" nations. They
carried that theme to the special
session of the United Nations
General Assembly in New York
to discuss the impact of inflation,
recession and the energy crists
on the relations between the advanced nations and the developing Third World.
Fortunately, when the same
countries sent delegations to the
meeting of the International
Monetary Fund in Washington,
the rhetoric cooled down. There,
the delegates were more wiliing
to acknowledge that their problems will ease when the industrial nations recover from recession.
This does not really ease the
tension, however. The developing countries, as well as some industrial nations that rely heavily
on export trade, are urging that
the United States "reflate" its
economy in order to stimulate
demand for their products. In
other words, the United States
should risk a new breakout of inflation with fiscal and monetary
policies that would pour more
adrenalin into recovery from recession.
The big flaw in that proposal is
that inflation is the arch-enemy
that could set back the recovery
we have already achieved.
President Ford rejected that
course in his speech to the IMF,
and declared: "No country can
expect the actions of others to
resolve its problems and no

40 Years Ago

-- -

problems at the expense of others."
That could serve as the credo
for the idea of economic interdependence which Mr. Ford and
Secretary of State Kissinger
have been trying to get across. It
applies to the United States,
which can best serve its trading
partners by keeping its own inflation problem in. check. It
applies to Third World countries
which are flirting with the idea
of setting up cartels to engineer
price increases for their exports.
And it applies to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries, which is threatening
to deal the world economy another blow with a further increase in the price of oil.
The United States is not turning a deaf ear to the appeals
from the Third World. Secretary
Kissinger, in his message to the
U.N., has proposed a new world
food reserve system, new aid
programs to increase farm production, tariff and credit arrangements to promote industrialization and special monetary
facilities to help countries deal
with deficits in their trade balances.
Mr. Ford and Mr. Kissinger
have offered the Third World nations a calm and reasoned appraisal of what the United States
can be expected to do for them —
and what they must do for themselves. If the developing nations
do not approach the subject in
the same spirit, then the responsibility for prolonging their economic crisis will be theirs.

By S. C. Van Caron

VAN CURON

By S. C. Van Curon
get it changed.
County judges from 43 coal producing
Meanwhile,the governor had a bill in the
counties gathered in Frankfort last week session to establish the Environmental
to receive checks from state government division, and he wanted Senator Tom
as their share of the permit and acreage Harris, D-Carrollton, to be commissioner
fees for strip mining.
of Environmental Protection. This was
The counties receive $50 per acre for part of Ford's government reorganization
strip mining fees, and a share of the plan. The hitch was that Fianis couldn't
permit fee for each mine.
become Commissioner of a division of
The jiadgele will receive approxiknately government on which he voted to eresre-as
$1,191,800 as their share of the fees.'Pike a member of the Senate. The idea
was
County heads the list with $115,255 in fees conceived to put it in with Natural
and Knott is second with $86,280. Whitley is Resources and the new division would be
third with $78,510 while Mahlenberg is Natural Resources and Environme
ntal
fourth with $77,987.
protection. Harris could head this division
The judges met at a luncheon at Twin since Natural Resources had
long been a
Creeks Country Club that is sponsored by part of state government.
the Coal County Coalition.
The hitch here was comical but tragic.
There's an interesting story behind the The bill passed both branches
but got lost
way the coal producing counties got to in the House clerk's
office and never was
share in these fees. Now, don't confuse this enrolled. Enrollment is
the final step that
with the severance tax, for they are two makes it law.
entirely different revenue sharing
Jim Renneisen, a reporter for the
methods passed by the General Assembly. Louisville Times,
in doing a legislative
The administration of Gov. Wendell roundup story the next
day, discovered the
Ford decided during the 1972 session to bill hadn't been enrolled,
according to the
increase strip mining fees to help finance Legislative
Record. He checked in the
the department of Natural Resources that governor's office for the bill,
where it
has supervision of strip mining in the would be for the governor's signature.
No
state.
bill. The search began and the oversight
Billy Paxton, D-Muhlenberg County, was discovered. The
bill was under some
was speaker pro-tern of the House and he papers in a drawer
in the House Clerk's
wanted the counties to share in the fees office. The tragedy..
no law establishing
and he was successful in getting Ford to Natural Resources
and Environmental
agree to this with a further increase in Protection.
fees.
This was an important part of the
This was happening in the last days of governor's reorganiza
tion plan. A few
the session, and Paxton was busy. He days later the
governor called a special
asked Joe Clarke of Danville to draft the session of the general
assembly, not for
amendment to the bill that would give the this bill, but for
reapportionment of
counties a share of the permit fee as well House and Senate. The
regular session had
as half of the acreage fee of $100 per acre. failed to agree wallas
question. But he also
The amendment was duly drafted and added the Equal
Rights Amendment
passed the last night, or next to the last question, the Natural
Resources and
night of the session.
Environmental Protection, and the bill
The only thing is that the amendment Paxton had pushed to
share all strip mine
just took half of the permit fee and didn't fees with the counties where
the mines are
mention the acreage fee. In this form, it located.
meant very little to the counties. I went to
Thus, the sharing plan didn't have to
Paxton and pointed out to him the flaw in wait for the 1974 regular
session.
the amendment, but it was too late then
That's the way it happened.

Today In History
Ifs The 4,i...owed

Today is Saturday, Sept. 20, the 263rd
day of 1975. There are 102 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1938, a hurricane swept over parts of
New Jersey, New York and New England,
taking nearly 700 lives.
On this date
In the year 480 B.C., the Greeks defeated
the Persians in the naval battle of Salamis
in the Aegean sea.
In 1519, the Portuguese navigator, Ferdinand Magellan, set out from Spain with
five ships on a voyage to find a western
passage to the Indies.
In 1565, Spaniards massacred French
Huguenots at Port Royal, Fla.
In 1870, national unification of Italy was
achieved.
In 1881, Chester Arthur took the oath as
the 21st President of the United States after the death of President James Garfield.
In 1967, the British luxury liner, Queen
Elizabeth II, was launched.

Ten years ago: China said it had shot
down an American jet fighter plane over
Hainan island. The United States said the
plane had mechanical trouble and the pilot
parachuted into the Gulf of Tonkin.
Five years ago: An unmanned Soviet
moon probe, Luna 16, made a soft landing
on the moon and sent back pictures.
One year ago: The government announced that the consumer price index had
gone up by 1.3 per cent, the largest monthly increase since 1947.
Today's birthdays: Actress Sophia
Loren is 41 years old. Fashion designer
James Galanos is 51.
Thought for today: Death is a very dull,
dreary affair and my advice to you is to
have nothing whatever to do with it. —
writer Somerset Maugham,1874-1965.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, Ethan Allen informed
General Montgomery that he had 250
Canadians under arms and more volunteers coming in.
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__Let's Stay II ell

country should follow economic
policies designed to solve its

THE BUREAUCRATS

Enrollment at Murray State Teachers
College has passed the mark of 1000. The
college offers eighteen different courses
with seventy-four professors listed.
Deaths reported this week include Mrs.
Tennie Miller, age 83, and Denby Mizell,
age 74.
Trench mouth and itch are in some of the
Calloway County Schools and the County
Health Department is working to get the
cases under control, according to Dr. J. A.
Outland and Nurse Virginia Irvan.
"Calloway County will vote on the dry
question in November and the drys are
hoping that some of the citizenry don't vote
as they drink," from the column, "Just
Jots" by Joe Lovett.
The Murray Woman's Club opened the
club year with its first business meeting
held at the home of Mrs. Joe Lovett. Mrs.
W. J. Caplinger is president.
Miss Dorothy Broach and Irvin Enoch
. were married_Septemher 14._-----W. D. Wilson was honored September 15
on his 94th birthday

Judges Gather
For Coal Funds

New Rabies Vaccine
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
A new, safe. improved vaccine
against rabies may be available
in this country in about tyao
rears.
It could reduce the number of
shots. needed to immunize
against the disease and cause
less soreness and other side
reactions than the y accine, now
in use.

-The cgmmIttee tO 'promote
oconorny In government has
exceeded Its budget again

BI,ASINGAME

were painful. Occasionally a paFor about 20 years the stan- approaal by the
Food and Drug
tient had severe reactions, and dard antirabies vaccine
has Adminkstration is required.
several deaths resulted each been one developed by Eli
Lilly
year from the vaccine.
& Company and grown on duck
Q: Mrs. A. L. writes that she
In the United States, about eggs. This vaccine causes
k.ss has had a post-nasal drip more
30.000 persons annually require reaction than that grown onrab- or less
antirabies vaccine because. of bit brain However, it contains years constantly for about three
and inquires about a cure.
being bitten by peas or wild sorni. nonhuman protein
that
animals. The extensive Jiro- casuses pain and swelling at
A. Moisture in the nose and
the
grams of vaccimition of dogs site of injection and occasional
ly throat is protective any' normal •
When Pasteur first used a vac- against rabies probably .are a severe anaphylactic reaction. to help humidify and clean inhaled air. Some so-called drip is
cine 90 years ago in a child ex- responsible for prevention of which can be life-threatening.
to be expected. An excessive
posed to rabies. the child- atr- many cases of human exposure
Scientists at the %mar In- amount is often a
vived. The vaccine became to this dread disease. Once it
nuisance but.
starts, after an incubation period stitute in Philadelphia have kali not a serious matter,
widely used.
usually relwhich Varies from 10 days to growing the virus on human ated to
an allergy. Tests can he'.
Rabies virus, from which the many months.
it is almost al-' cells, as has WyethLaboratories made to
vaccine was prepared. was ways fatal.
determine the sunsThe new vaccine. whieh congrown on rabbit brain, killed.
Rabies is commonly known as tains no foreign protein, has been tances to which you are allergic
and injected into the( victim to hydrophobia ,(fear of
(such as house dust ). and you can
a,
water) used successfully' in several
stimulate' his immune . dilenSe- bocau.sieof-the-miroculer VaNni foreign enuntrim. and-tes-Mniht. have.a,desimsiataaaioei prngram.
---the drsease. Injections
-.7a—g-arnst
and severe pain that result in the been done on human volunteers il necos,
sary. Also. an antiwere 'given daily for several victim, who
histamine by mouth may 'Awe
tries to quench his in this Fountry
%yaks, and thelocal reactions thirst by
Mote testing is• needed and the amount of "drip
drinking water
,
I
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
You have several dandy
prospects in sight. Even if
results are not immediately
forthcoming, good efforts will
'make a favorable impression,
hasten reward.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Whether assisted or not, you
can pull some plums out of this
day's fine offerings. Don the
mantle of the go-getter—and
win!
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) 11411
9
A new contact made now
could be diverting as well as
thought-provoking. In fact, you
should find personal relationships in general highly
stimulating.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 03
0
A good period for completing
unfinished business, starting
unusual projects and advancing
new ideas_ If. opposed in_the
latter at first, try a different
strategy.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Here is a chance to advance,
but with precisely directed
endeavor and theme. Artistry
and finesse will count heavily,
so will simple precautions. No
haste!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You get a splendid idea for
increasing your income. Act on
it promptly lest you begin to
have doubts as to its
feasibility—and drop it summarily.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 lOgine
Routine matters may not go
as planned. A "leaser light"
may offer much needed help.

HOLDS ANY
‘0
Q ITEM IN
LAYAWAY!
DOWN
NO SERVICE CHARGE
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A. LADIES FROSTY RABBIT MAXI-COAT
Ladies beautiful maxi-coat
in gray or camel bronco suede
with frosty rabbit acrylic fur
at the collar, cuffs and band.
In sizes 6-16.

112,teC

N.

Alameda. Calif., has issued
a Bicentennial challenge to
cities and towris-across the
nation.
The Alameda Parent
Teachers Association has
launched a voter registration
program which seeks to give
the city the highest percentage of voteriasting Lianas
in the 1976 presidential election

44

C. LADIES FAKE SEAL COAT

766

D. LADIES BRONCO SUEDE CAR COAT
Popular bronco suede car
coat
features four arrow
trimmed pockets plus shag
trim on collar cuffs and border. In navy, gray and brown
IA

E. LADIES TAKE SEAL COAT
with LAMB TRI
Elongated coat of bronco

Don't underestimate his ( her)
ability.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt°44C
Certain situations may irk,
but they MUST be handled—and
calmly. At all cost, avoid
anxiety and overemotionalism.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Good stellar influences. A
novel twist, a new approach to a
stymied project could spark
fresh interest, relieve the
monotony of details.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) NI
bit
Your judgment a
.'cloudy." Optimism may be
coloring your outlook, so
postpone making decisions.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A most fortunate day for,.
personal plans and ambitions.
Your intuition at a peak. Don't
hesitate to back your hunches.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Influences indicate a wider
scope of interests, possibly
greater activity. But take
precautions not to overstep
sensible boundaries.

Alameda wants to be
votingest U.S. city

BOOT COAT

Fantastic
hooded
bronco
suede boot coat with sashed
belt. frosty rabbit collar, cuffs
jand band. In gray, sizes 7-15.

Snuggly seal textured coat
with mock mink collar, cuff,
and band. Double breasted
and sashed belt. In black or
brown, sizes 8-18.

woJ1,

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind and
the endurance and persistence
required to give you a keen edge
in the field of research. In
science and historical writing
you are without par. You also
have a great gift for irnagery
and, should you choose writing
or music as a career, your
works will be brilliant and
impressive. Other fields in
which you could succeed:
statesmanship, diplomacy,
banking and publishing. Traits
to curb: intolerance and lack of
leniency toward the faults of
others. Birthdate of: H.G
Wells, historian, author;
Girolamo Savonarola, Ital.
reformer; Henry Stimson, U.S.
statesman.

iiiiimum 6 per store

suede has slash pockets,
Iamb collar, cuffs and band,
warm quilted lining and tie
back. In brown and gray, sizes 8-18.

Minimum )
oer store

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CLOCKS
your choice:
Model

736o

Model 8125
--

REG, TO
•
14.44
Choose an elegant
white
marble
or
sleek
digital clock
to accent your decor.

by ROTH-AMERICAN ' by ROTH-AMERICAN

RAGGEDY
ANN & ANDY
TOY CHEST

ASSORTED KITCHE

CLOCKS

h7597

by WELBY
your choice:
REG. TO
18.33

#7563

Includes
vertibird
police copter, dualflight controls, radar
screen, 15" pavement
strip,
road
block, getaway4car,
21" flight line., Powered by 4 "D".hat-.
teries, not included.

el&

19'8

COUPON VALUABLE

DK
ABRIEL

RITE-HITE
STOVE

by WOLVERINE

ELECTRIC
DENIM KID
WALKING
RITE-HITE
PINBALL GAME WESTERN SET BABY LOVES
REFRIGERATO by WOLVERINE
YOU

129
'15" 16" 12".12?El

child-sized
This
stove has windowed
oven
door, sculptured door handle and
is 28"H x 18"W x
15/
1
4"D.

Child-sized refrigerator has 3 shelves,
sculptured door handle, and snap-latch
door. 36"H x 18"W
x 15"0.

KAMENICAAD

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Table model pinball
game. Rugged plastic frame. Operates
on 4 "D" batteries
(not included) 28"L,
22"H, 13"W.

13.97
Takes her first baby
steps when you hold
her
teeny hands.
Cloth covered,•cuddl bod . 17"tal I.

UmitRights Riserved

REG. 1.66(
(
Long-time family favorite
game for all agesi

Acres of Free Parking

COUPON

&WI=
(
it

') ROOK CARDS,..t
00 ;

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Equal Opportunity Employer

r

Western set includes
multi-action repeattog rifle, two 50 shut
repeating
pistols,
belt with 2 holsters,
neckerchief, cowboy'
hat
and
wrangler
vest.

PARKER
BROTHERS

•

Two-toned Palomino
horse with painted,
authentic
tooled
Western de.tail on
saddle, red saddle
blanket and tubular
steel safety frame.
33/
1
2"L x 31 34" x
263/4"W.

Roomy toy chest and
sturdy play bench
combine°.
Rugged
hardboard construction. Decorated with
Raggedy Ann & Andy
motif.

VALUABLE

by WOLVERINE

TROTTER
SPRING
HORSE

Expires Se't. 22,1975

MONOPLY

97
REG. 5.77
0.‘1
All ages have fun
with
this empire
building real estate
game.
Expires Sept. 22, 1975

753-8887

C
r
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East-Y Grocery
& Fish Market
•

Fresh Catfish
• Supplies For The
Outdoorsman And
Fishermen

Hwy. 94 East

Ili I In

753-8786
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•
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•
•
All Parts For All Cars And Trucks
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Wildlife Federation
Meeting Held

BENTON, Ky.—The First of a resolution. A few state fish
District Wildlife Federation of and wildlife departments and
The League of Kentucky organized state sportsmen
Sportsmen met at Camp Curry associations have already made
this week. The supper meeting endorsements.
The new
included two resolutions, a program is geared to help
"straw vote", a movie, and an upgrade the sport", Drew said,
•/ Low Price
"by making available a course
• involvement request.
, A _r,W1400,P which WOS.2107whiglx—includes . an -4,
:_deptia
Prompt Service
troduced by Robert Smith from study of the science of
Canton, Kentucky and adopted bowhunting and bowhunting
by the Federation was a request ethics."
Murray, Ky.
•605 Maple
that a letter of commendation
Further business of the
753-4424
•
be drawn up rscognizing the evening included a "straw
•
serices rendered vote" to determine the feelings
40000•••••••••••••••••• meritorious
by Vernon Anderson, a Ken- of individual League members
immumamm
tucky state wildlife biologist. toward the possible increase of
Officer Anderson was seriously annual individual membership
wounded in the line of duty dues from $0.75 to aprecently by an alleged deer proximately $1.75. League
poacher. It was also noted that secretary, Pat Moynahan,
Anderson had been very active explained that the League of
in the restocking of ap- Kentucky Sportsmen was
proximately 500 deer during an considering the increase to
assignment to Ballatd County cover the cost of a long needed
Refuge. He was also recognized monthly newspaper. "As it
for his devotion to other wildlife stands now, League news is two
management programs. An- months old by the time it gets to
derson is now recovering from its members in 'Happy Hunting
Takes You To where The Action Is
the gunshot incident after Grounds", Moynahan stated.
_
_4.1401 1osing..0j5- ill
Hopp* Hunting Grounds is - aThesecond resolution passed Department Fish & Wildlife bi7634372
Murray, Ky.
= 301 S. 4th
by the Federation was one monthly publication received
presented by the Jenny Ridge by all League members. The
Bowhunters Society. The League of Kentucky Sportsmen
organization's president, Barry has three pages to inform its
Drew from Murray, Kentucky, members of League business
presented an outline of the and other information relative
National
Field
Archery to outdoorsmen. The proposed
Association's new Bowhunter monthly newspaper would offer
Education and Certification more current information to the
program. Drew asked that the sportsmen,
containing
Federation
endorse
the "...important legislation news,
program and in turn seek the hunting dates, hunting and
100
League of Kentucky Sport- fishing news and similar outsmen's endorsement in the form , door news", Moynahan added.

•
•
•

•

•

•

Taylor Motors

International Trucks
International Scout
Four wheel Drive

11•/11•11114.11

Hai Wax
$

Free Vacuum
with Purchase

By Hors Brooh .10

WARD & ELKINS

"Guns"

I

New & Used
Browning Remington Winchester
,
Colt Smith & Wesson

The monthly trail ride of the
Twin Lakes Four Wheelers
occurred last weekend just
across the state line in the
nearby state of Tennessee. It
was a mudbath for just about all
concerned. Thirty-two folks
made the event and at least
three fourths of the rigs in-

volved managed to get stuck.
The scenery present in .the
rugged Tennessee woodlands
was simply beautiful and
everyone had a real enjoyable
afternoon. Today we will let the
pictures do most of the talking.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.

We'll Trade For Anything

Vernon's

C

hippewa

Fisherman's Special
Iwo es hewn kook N Kolar loot sad maws yoar MI duke of $5.11 retail
Hsi NW 'W1,41,51,4. of sods or 15.05 wia

air 1111

.11M

Olympic Plaza

.........-.0....-...s.-oree Of The Golden Shire

1L,,
H ,,

USING X RAY VISION IT IS POSSIBLE TO GET STUCK
GOING DOWNHILL

6

John Apanatha
Golden Meadow Subdivision
Lone Oak, Ky. 42001
Richard Greer_
Route 4
Murray, Ky. 42071
The next meeting of the First
District Wildlife Federation will
be announced.

For those of you who were able to view the CBS Special antihunting film "Guns of Autumn" and would like to do something
about it...
Write, to the address below, a short letter stating that you
thought it was a very w1fair and biased portrayal of hunting and
e hunter and thatejf they are going to produce such programs
they should be responsible enough to be honest. Be short and concise with your letter and get it in the mail before September 26th.• •
Do it today and mail it to:
Mr. Bill Leonard
CBS News
524 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019
Here's a clincher.. CBS owns Field and Stream Magazine.

Closing Of Duck
Season Changed
Frankfort, .Ky., Sept. 8—A Kentucky department today,
the closing date of the, howevet, that the "50-day
first part of the Kentucky duck season- term means total
hunting season was made today number of days during which
by the Department of Fish and hunters are allowed to shoot and
Wildlife Resources because of that each of the "half-days"
an earlier misinterpretation of count as a "day", making
the federal waterfowl hunting Kentucky one day over the 50
framework.
day limit.
Bag and possession limits will
The two-part statewide duck
season will open at noon be based on the point system
( prevailing time November 19, and the daily limit will be
as previously announced, but reached when the total point
will run through November 26, value of the ducks taken by a
rather than November 27. There hunter reaches or exceeds 100.
is no change in dates for the The possession limit is the
isecond part of the season when maximum number of ducks
shooting will begin at noon which could have been taken in
December 10 and continue two days.
Point values assigned to
through January 20.
various species and sexes of
The misinterpreation, or ducks are: 100, canvasback and
misunderstanding of the federal redhead ducks; 90, hen mallard,
framework by state fish and black and wood duck, and
wildlife officials involved the hooded merganser; 10, pintail,
total number of days allowed blue-winged and cinnamon teal,
Kentucky duck hunters. The gadwall, shoveler', scaup and
"50-day season," as permitted green-winged teal; 35, drake
in the framework, was in- mallard and all other species of
terpreted by state officials to ducks and mergansers.) i
The statewide wateriowl
mean total days of hunting, and
since both parts of the season shooting hours will be from
began at noon, the officials hour before sunrise until sunset,
counted each as a "half-day" of prevailing time, except on
hunting. The U. S. Fish and opening day of both parts of the
Wildlife Service, which an- duck season when shooting will
nually submits the framework begin at 12 noon, prevailing
to each state informed the time.

4.

ANYBODY WANT TO SWAP A PAIR Of BOOTS FOR
SOME SNEAKERS?

Cain 81 Treas

Don't forget the Second
Annual Campers Fair which
started yesterday and is being
continued today and tomorrow.
The fair is being held at Piney
Campground in the Land
Between The Lakes. At 1:00 p.
m. this afternoon members of
the Clarksville Bass Club will
put on a Fishing Demonstration, followed by a fantastic
archery demonstration at 2:00
p. m. by the Fort Campbell
Archery Club.
Tomorrow's schedule for the
public follows:
9:00 a. m. - 5:00—Equipment
Demonstration (1) Hitch
Demonstration (2) Awning
Demonstration ( 3) Coleman
Maintenance
Representative
(Maybe)
11:00 a. m. - 5:00 p. m.—
antique Car Show
11:00 a. m. - 5:00 p. m.—Flea
Market
11:00 a. m. - 5:00 p. m.—
OPEN HOUSE
11:00 a, m.-5:00 p. m.—
Hospitality-Kentucky NCHA
1:00 p. m, 2:00 p. m.—U. S.
Army Band
1:30 p. m. - 2:30 p. m.—
Murray Bass Club Fishing
Demonstration
2:30 p. m. -3:30 p. m.—Jenny
Ridge Bowhunters Society
Archery Demonstration.
Demonstrations by the
American Mountain Men and
the Second Annual Statewide
Wild Turkey Calling Contest
will highlight the annual observance of National Hunting
and Fishing Day in the Land
Between The Lakes.
Entry fee for the Turkey

Calling Contest will be $2.00. An
adult division and a junior
division are scheduled to be
held. Harold Knight, last year's
Turkey Calling Champion, will
give a calling demonstration
prior to the contest.
For those of you who care to
send a card or letter of encouragement to Vernon Anderson, the manager of the
state's recently acquired
Yellowbank
area
in
Breckinridge County, who was
seriously wounded by a shotgun
blast last August 23 may do so
by writing: Vernon Anderson,
Room 534, Baptist East
Hospital, Breckinridge Lane,
Louisville, Kentucky 40203.
Anderson and Conservation
Officer Jack Monarch were
involved in an altercation with
three alleged deer poachers on
the Yellowbank area. One of the
suspects was wounded, two
others apprehended. Anderson
has just been removed from
intensive care and is improving.
The alleged poacher who shot
Anderson has been freed on
$13,000 bond.
The Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
Society will hold a Bowhunter
Education and Certification
Clinic in the very near future.
This is a MUST for all
bowhunters. It is not required
by law, but every bowhunter
should take advantage of an
excellent course like this and
want to become more familiar
with hunting techniques and his
own personal limitations in the
sport.

. game anc

Kanto* Afield

when you

By John When

Hunt
Saturday, Sept. 27 is National
Hunting and Fishing Day, the
fourth annual observance of the
contributions made by hunters
and fishermen to wildlife
conservation. Many sportsmen's clubs and other
organizations throughout the
state and the nation will hold
open houses or conduct other
programs designed to acquaint
the general public with the
considerable role outdoorsmen
play in the conservation of our
natural resources.
In America, the bulk of
financing for fish and wildlife
programs comes from license
sales and from federal excise
taxes on sporting arms and
ammunition and on fishing
tackle. Each year, approximately $250 million is
derived from sportsmen for use
in a variety of programs and
projects. Since 1938, according
to the. Wildlife Management
Institute, state fish and wildlife
agencies have used this sportsmen's money to:
-Acquire, develop, or manage
2,40 wildlife refuges and
management areas totaling
nearly 40 million acres, which
protect the vital habitat of a
wide range of wildlife, both
game and non-game species,
and are heavily used by bird
watchers, nature students and
other outdoor enthusiasts;
-Acquire or develop more
than 3,000 public ahcess areas
that open nearly a million
otherwise inaccessible acres
and 2,000 miles of stream to
outdoor recreational. use;
-Conduct extensive research
on wildlife habitat needs,
diseases, population trends,
predator-prey relationships and

wildlife crop -damage
abatement;
-Assist hundreds of thousands
of landowners with wildlife
habitat improvement projects;
-Conduct public conservation
education programs for school
teachers and students and
promote understanding of
widlife needs and habits
through articles and television
shows;
The result of modern wildlife
management, supported by
hunters and fishermen, can
easily be seen by looking at a
few examples, again taken from
the Wildlife Management Institute. In 1895, for example,
there were only about 350,000
whitetail deer in the U.S., and
they had been extirpated from
more than half the states.
Today. there are around 12
million deer in the continental
United States.
Today, the beaver is common
in nearly all stares except
Hawaii; in 1900, beavers were
common only in Alaska and a
few localities in the Pacific
Northwest and Rockies. And the
wood duck, which in 1915 was
considered a candidate for
early extinction, is now the
most
common
breeding
waterfowl in the eastern U.S.
It is accomplishments like
these that National Hunting and
Fishing Day is designed to
commemorate. But it is also, in
a way, a .dedication to the
future. Wildlife faces increasing
pressures from changing land
uses, from pollution, from
growing urbanization. The
public must be made aware of
the sportsman's role, both in the
past and now, as wildlife's best
friend so that this relationship
can continue.
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Wayne Darnell
\Outboard Marine

Motor Sales
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
Soles & Heels.
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806 Coldwater Rd
753-6448
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Set-Up

•

effort to show sportsmen what
they are up against. It was
shown that many were up
against themselves because of
possible questionable attitudes
and-or hunting methods at one
time or an other as witnessed by
those people who do not hunt.
The film introduced everyone to
the "preservationist's" point of
view and how awkward an
interpretation some have of the
scope of wildlife management.
Clubs not already affiliated
with the League of Kentucky
Sportsmen and are wishing to
do so may obtain information
from the following persons:

2 Mks fort Ng 94

Wholesale Bait
Moody Boat Trailers
Polar Kraft Fishing Boats

4

the t,.11,trti. I,1 the msi ool

7 lilt

753-5693

Murray Bait Co.

Fred Gardner, Owner

• 1111•1

Guns Of Autumn - Anti-Hunting Film

Four Wheeling

Murray, Ky.

1102 Chestnut

III,

The -vote" to increase the dues
met no opposition.
General discussion was held
concerning a state agency's
possible introduction of a
legislative bill which would take
all fish & wildlife funds away
from the Department and place
them in the state's general
funds. The Department's funds
are provided by sportsmen and
are dispensed where they will
do the most for the sportsmen.
It was brought out that should
the sportsmen's monies go into
the state's general fund, the
sportsmen would not reap the
benefits they had in the past.
The Department of Fish 8t
Wildlife would be put on a
seriously impaired budget by
the legislators and the consequences are evident.
A movie, "A Question of
Hunting", stirred the innterworkings of all present. The
film
was produced
by
Remington Arms Co. in an

Astro Car Wash

Wash '1°°
j With
Fill-up

IIUI

1203 Chestnut

Phone 753-8844

*Sales
*Service
*Parts
* Tune-up

‘,11,••trrett
I II. \1%
lIftwIr II neht
thita •
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Hwy. 941
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Murray, Ky

Hwy.6415.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
753-2617
4
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Set-Up For The Field
Whenever bowhunters gather
the variety of equipment
displayed is endless. Bows may
be recurved, straight, or
compound and arrows are made
from wood (Usually cedar),
fiberglass, or aluminum. Some
bowhunters use sights ( which
are similar to the sights on
firearms), and stabilizers to
improve their shooting. Arrows
are carried in a quiver la device
used to transport arrows),
which may be fastened to the
bow,carried over the shoulder,
or hung from the belt like a
holster. Every bowhunter
makes his (or her) own choice
of individual equipment and his
set-up is a very personal thing.
Regardless of what type of
brand of equipment is chosen,
the fact remains' that all of us
are aiming for the same thing,
and that is a reliable, efficient,
and durable combination of the
equipment we take to the field.
The new bowhunter will have
to decide how many arrows he
wants to take into the field and
how he will get them there. He
will also have to deal with adjustments that will have to be
made within his set-up, (these
concern bow mounted quivers,
sights, and other small items),
and he must be ready to deal
with noise.
A basic set-up and a field setup differ in the amount of
equipment and the purpose. If
the bowhunter intended merely
to shoot at targets on paper a
basic set-up would do quite well.
However, if the intended use of
the bow is to hunt wild game,
the set-up then becomes
critically important. The bow
and related equipment must all
be blended together with the
result being a well tuned, efficient, and above all, a quiet
unit.
I have been asked why a bow
must be quiet many times. The
reason is very simple. Any
foreign noise will spook wild
game and if this noise cornea
when you shoot, it reduces Ybut
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chances of hitting the target.
Most bowhunters choose the
bow-mounted quiver over the
other types because it is more
convienient to use, provides
protection for you and your
razor-sharp arrows, (a safety
feature),and allows second shot
capacity to the bowhunter
because arrows are ready at his
-fingertips. Bow quivers can be
purchased throughout the price
range from about $2.95 for a slip
on type to a $17.95 custom model
which is designed for compound
bows. These quivers may be
permanent, slip-on snap-on
mounted depending on the
personal preference of the
bowhunter. Whatever type you
decide on, please be sure that it
is one of the design that feature
a cover for broadheads.
Someone once said, "you
shouldn't carry an arrow into
the field unless you are afraid of
it yourself." I sin afraid of the
broadheads that I carry
because they are razor-sharp
and it is comforting feeling to

know that they are nestled all
snug in the hood of my bow
quiver where they can't cut me
or my bowstring accidentally.
My personal choice in a bow
quiver is the snap-on, fout
arrow model. This type is also
available in an eight arrow
model. This type quiver offers a
safety feature, (it is hooded), it
is quite easy to install and will
last several years if properly
taken care of.
Take time to properly adjust
your bow-mounted quiver
whatever the type. If the snapon model is the choice, adjust
the snap-on fingers, as close as
you can to the center section of
the bow. This will prevent the
fingers from interferring with
the action of the bow limbs. The
same advice holds true for the
slip-on type quiver. Proper
adjustment of the snap-on and
the location of the slip-on type
quiver may seem to be a minor
point, but it is anything but
minor in terms of noise and
efficiency, After you have

Safety and Education," seen
this summer on Kentucky
Educational Television, will be
contacted directly about the
schools.
Those interested in attending
a school should write or call the
Division of Conservation
Education, Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. An application will be forwarded to
them.

damage
Frankfort, Ky.,—Four daylong Hunter Education Schools
are being sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
The schools, to be held by the
department's Division of
Conservation Education, are to
prepare hunters for the written
exam and shooting exercise
required for a Safe Hunter
Certificate. Following instruction, the certification test
will be given to participants of
the schools. As many as 20
states require the Safe Hunter
Certificate before issuing a
hunting license to an individual.
The schools will be held three
consecutive weekends beginning September V (National
Hunting and Fishing Day).
Instruction will be given at
Camp Earl Wallace, near
Monticello, and Camp Robert
Webb, near Grayson, on September 27. A school is scheduled
for Camp John Currie, near
Benton, October 4. The final
school is at Knob Creek Range,
near West Point, October 11.
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located the quiver on the bow,
load it with arrows and string
the bow. The arrows should not
be closer than one inch from the
lower limb if the snap-on quiver
is used, and the feathers should
not touch regardless of what
type quiver is used. Feathers
rustling together produce unwanted noise.
Why all this mention of noise?
Noise is one of the bowhunters
major problems. The bow is
basically a noisey weapon
because it is highly stressed
(like a car spring), and the
string is stretched as tight as
the string on a banio_or guitar.
When the bow string is drawn
and released the result is
vibration which sounds off a
loud "twang" and this vibration
is transmitted to every part of
the set-up right down to the ends
of the arrows. When everything
on the bow is properly located
and tight and lubricated, the
vibration and resultant sound
are lessened. However, if the
vibrations go unchecked, the

WINNERS OF BOW TOURNAMENT—tarry Mays of Madisonville, Kentucky (left) who took
third place, stands beside the first place-trophy winner, Jim McManness of Mayfield, Kentucky.
Archie Jacobs of Paducah, Kentucky (extreme right) placed second for the day. Barry William
Drew, President ,of the tenny Ridge Bowhunters Society who sponsored the tournament,
congratatatedtheatinners. The organization plans another shoot in the near future.

Hunter Education Courses Available
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Registration begins at each
school at 9 a.m., with instruction following at 9:30 a.m.
While the schools are free of
charge, there will be a nominal
charge for lunch.
Individuals participating in
the television course "Gun

Johnny Horizon Fishing Tourney
At Lake Barkley
The Corps of Engineers,
Cadiz Bass Club and the seven
marinas of Lake Barkley are
sponsoring a Johnny Horizon
fishing tourney on Lake
Barkley. Prizes will be given for
the largest bass, largest
bluegill, largest crappie and
largest catfish.
Entrants must register before
fishing on Saturday, the 27th of
Septgirnber at any of the Lake
Barkley Marinas. Bags will be
issued to each contestant and
they must pick up a bag of litter
to be eligible for the prizes.
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Prompt, Efficient Service Is Our Business"
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•
753-1933 )
Located W. Railroad A
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Rules for contestants are:
1. All contestants must have a
valid state fishing license or be
under 16 years of age.
2. Fish must be taken by legal
sporting means.
3. Fish must be caught in lake
Barkley on 27 September 75
between 12:07 a.m. and 6:00
p.m.
4. Fish must be weighed in at
one of the marinas on Lake
Barkely by 6:00 p.m. Prizes will
be awarded by the marinas.
For further information

loop, lit is the smallest loop
usually) of the bow string and
then I twist the loop to reduce its
size. Next, I coat the string with
vaseline, ( this lubricant
prevents the serving from
coming apart), and one piece at
a time, I dip the buttons and
silencers into the hot water, to
soften them slightly, arid then
slip over the bobbie-pin and onto
the bowstring. Once the buttons
and silencers are on the string,
positioning is a simple matter.
To daySit opprocistion IS the norly
t If you have used a clamp-on or
boahowtors who aro shoetina bows purfloss flocking point, the silenchased from ow shop r11•ore Obis unwry tiro boors Ow tbo blimps* hod.
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p.
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•
1
shop. Illipost
bo
A very inexpensive pair of
Sit..it. hobos sad Itognintlais cal I.•lasioed at eve shop
1
silencers can be made from
rubber bands, yes, he said
2 lows To Bo Siren Away
rubber bands! Buy a few 1,4 inch
wide rubber bands that are four
)-Pecer Cable
First Place
inches long. Cut the rubber
k PS1
of Miter
lies
Choice
band at one loop end and coat
1 -Cap ISO Cafe
Piece
Second
is
a
(Glycerin
with glycerin.
ay CAIROU
Takes Option
lubricant which will increase
the life of gum rubber). Next,
Also-For All Ow Customers
tie the rubber band over the
bowstring withe simple sepsere--knot and cut the ends off at an
Arohie's Archery Shop
1
angle about 11
/
2 inches from the
3042 Lone Oak Rd.
Meeting Sights
string. These silencers will do
1
Paducah, Ky.
Ti Si Om Away
the same job as commercial
1 thswing to ha bold Doc. 1, 1t73
units at a fraction of the cost,
and will last at least one season
or more.
If you used vaseline to help
put the silencers on your string,
clean it off now with a clean
cloth. Next, wax the string with
a good quality bowstring wax.
Using a small square of soft
leather, rub the string briskly
between your fingers. This will
heat the wax and force it into
the fibers of the string.
Following the rubbing, wax the
strong again. The wax will keep
Boar*
Murray's
the string's separate strands of
dacron from rubbing each other
Qualified Bear Archery Service
and it keeps water from getting
Galen 2
s.153.2511
into-the strong. A wet string
san slow your bow down considerably).
A little experimentation with
silencer position will cut
vibration and noise to a
Uncle
minimum. Don't be skeptical
Jeff's
about using more than one set of
silencers, they just won't hurt
At mereirendise seed it etisieisrt prices
performance very much, but
they may be the difference
between success and failure the
next time you come to full draw
on a live white-tailed target.
The bowhunter's bag is open
to all questions, criticism,
suggestions, or whatever you
want to say. If I don't know the
answers, I will attempt to find
the answer for you.
as 753-9491
"AN. 641S.1
-Good luck and good
_linottuntine

Archie's
"Big Buck"
Contest

Sporting Goods Dept.

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns Ammo

Archery Range In Land Between
The Lakes Open To Public
The 14-targe field archery
range located just off U. S.
Highway 68 is open for archers
to "sharpen their eye" prior to
the upcoming hunting season.
Located along a wooded draw

split bow season for deer in
Land Between The Ealces The
first half of the season opens
and
October
11
closes
November 5, and the second
two miles east of TVA's ad- half runs December 13-31. Free
ministration building, the annual bowhunting permits art
course consists of well defined available at the Golden Pond
Lanes with life-size deer targets Information Office and other
at shooting distances ranging information points in Land
from 10 to 80 yards. There is a Between The Lakes.

contact any of the following:
Port Ken Bar - Box 162, Grand
Rivers, Kentucky 42045, ( 502)
362-8364. Leisure Cruise Marina
- Box 266, Kuttawa, Kentucky
42055, 502) 388-7925. Kuttawa
Harbor - Rt. 2, Kuttawa,
Kentucky 42055 (502) 388-9563.
Eddy Creek Marina - Hwy. 93,
Eddyville, Kentucky . 42038.
(502) 388-7743. Port Prizer Point
- Rt. 4, Cadiz, Kentucky 42211,
(502) 572-3762. Lake Barkley
State Park Marina - Rt. 2,
Cadiz, Kentucky 42211 (502) 9249954. Bumpus Mills Marina - Rt.
1 Box 46A, Bumphis Mills, Tn.
37058, 615) 232-5238. Resource
Manager - Lake Barkley, Grand
Rivers, Kentucky, 42045 (502)
362-4236

There was a time back in the
1800's when the state of Connecticut ranked second only to
Massachusetts as a whale
hunting state, with the mighty
sperm whale the most sought
after by the whalers sailing
from New London. Mystic, and
other ports. Today, the
existence of the great whale is a
precarious one,and Connecticut
for one has changed it's whaling
ways. On May 27, Governor

Ella Grasso signed into law a
bill which declares the sperm
whale the State animal of
Connecticut — because of its
contribution to the history of the
state and because of its present
plight as an endangered
species. The act culminated a
16-month drive led by the
Connecticut Cetacean Society,
with the support of the Connecticut Wildlife Federation
and other groups.

Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
Murray, K y.

Smith & Wesson
Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns

Gerrald Boyd
Verna Wallace, Route 4, Murray, holds a heft 10 pound catfish she hauled out of Blood River with a night crawler this
week

Panorama Shores, Ky.i

(5021436-5483

753-3226

Phone: 489-2481 after 6:00 p.m.

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

4

Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

Eating Is A Family Affair

11

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

Open 7 Days A Week
ka.m.- MOO p. m.
wy.641 So.

Phone 7533322

733-1640

West Kentucky Guns

Cirayson McClure and Don McClure

I Jerry's Restaurant

Lindsey's Jewelers

114 S. Sth

Unusual State Animal

§0•••

S. 12th St.

noise level is high and your
game will be spooked.
Along with his already wellequipped arsenal of senses, the
whitetailed deer possesses a set
of reflexes that any athlete
would love to have. At the
-twang" of a bowstring at very
cinse range,( twenty yards,and
under 1, the white-tailed deer
will do what seems impossible,
,he will duck the arrow! In
reality,- he doesn't see the
arrow, lie simply hears the high
frequency soieia ,w1 the bowstring and his reflexes take
over. Nine miles out of ten lie
will "Jump the string" and you
williiiiss. many bowhunters
have had the experience of
making a good draw and
release only to miss the deer
because noise startled the deer
into
niovement. Cutting
vibration and noise down to a
whisper will raise the
bowhunters odds a little more in
his favor and, if he misses on his
own, the chance of a second
OA"
Getting at noise in your set-up
is not a simple matter, but all
noise can be tracked down and
eliminated. (vibration can be
reduced to a level where the
resultant noise will not spook
game).
I begin to reduce noise in my
set-up by silencing the bow
string with silencers. These so
called silencers are made of
various plastics or gum rubber
and they come in pairs.
Silencers should be located
somewhere near ten inches
from the end of the string as
measured from the bow tip
nock. One pair may not do the
job; two pair are sometimes
required and I know some
bowhunters who use three Pair
to reduce sound. My bow
requires Iwo pair -of sileneersalong with a pair of "brush
buttons." ( these little buttons
are designed to keep twigs and
grass from accumulating under
the ends of the bowstring and
they help reduce sound
somewhat ).
Installation of all these little
bits of plastic and rubber on the
bowstring can produce a case of
severe aggrevation!
install my brush buttons and
silencers by the following
method. First I raid my wife's
dressing table for a very large
bobbie-pin, and then the
medicine cabinet for some
vaseline. A pair of slip-joint
pliers and a nearby pot of hot
water is also needed. I put the
bobbe-pin through theJeleer

Id low be I am

Happy Holiday Travel, inc.

Tennis Department
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Stanley's Toe Gives Mayfield Win
Fischer Rolls Up 238 Yards But
'Cards Manage Just Three Points

PASS PLAY COMING-Tiger quarterback Roger Grogan (12) rolls out and gets ready to fire a pass to Lindy Suiter (43) who is at the top
right of the picture. Other Tigers are Tony Boone (62), Andy Ryan (66) and Robbie Hibbard (33).
(Staff Photos by Dove Celays)

Just-Ended NFL Strike Gives
Additional Incentive To Players
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Rivalries like the New York
Jets and Buffalo Bills, the New
York Giants and Philadelphia
Eagles, the Detroit Lions and
Green Bay Packers and others
take on a new meaning Sunday.
Not content with getting pay.

Sports
In Brief
.
AUTO RACING
NORTH WILICEBORO, N.C.
- Richard Petty, driving a
Dodge,"captured the pole position for the Wilkes 400 with a
speed of 105.5 miles per hour.
TRACK . . .
410ME - Italy's Pietro Men* won the men's 100-meter
c9ish in the World Games with
a:, clocking of 10.28 seconds.
erica's Charles Hopkins was
sgicond at 10.47.
HOCKEY
;BOSTON - Bruins superstar
Etobby Orr was admitted to a
ston hospital to undergo surgery to remove bone chips and
calcium deposits from his
knees. He will be out for eight
treks.
GENERAL
f. MOSCOW - The Amateur
ithletic Union signed a fivepear agreement with the Soviet
troports Committee for wider
:11ports ties between the two
Aountries.
- JACKSON, Miss. - Two
*CAA officials said that Mis2issippi State University was
:tbund guilty of at least two
:barges of offering prospective
ijithletes over $1,000.

ched up over longtime on-thefield feuds, these National Football League teams have found
a new way to make their blood
boil-the just-ended strike.
"It's going to be a blood
match," Richard Neal, the
Jets' defensive end said of their
opener in Buffalo against one of
the non-striking tems. "They're
Just a lousy bunch!" The Jets'
you'll recall, did strike.
So did the Giants-while the
Eagles didn't. So Craig Morton
and his teammates may feel
they have more than one score
to settle with Philadelphia. The
other is young Mike Boryla's
20-7 manhandling of them late
last season. Boryla beat out Roman Gabriel for the starting
quarterback job late last season and held onto it during the
exhibitions this year.
The Lions-who also struckand Packers have a rivalry
dating back 83 games, more
than enough to insure the fans
some extra intensity on the
field. And, in a sense, both
teams are starting fresh in
game No. 84.
"A Fresh Start With Bart," is
Green Bay's slogan, referring
to Bart Starr's debut as head
coach. Detroit's starting quarterback is Greg Landry, who
was injured most of the 1974
season. But his receiving corps
has been depleted, with the absence of wide receivers Ron
Jessie and Larry Walton.
The New England Patriots,
who triggered the brief strike,
have plenty of receivers in
Randy Vataha, Darryl Stingley,
Bob Windsor and more for their
opener against Houston. But
their No. 1 quarterback, Jim
Plunkett, is out with a shoulder
separation. Whether Neil Graff

can guide The Pats, who have
missed virtually an entire week
of workouts, is a matter for
conjecture.

season-without wide receiver
John Gilliam, a temporary defector to the World Football
League before his team folded.
Washington was the other He re-signed with Minnesota
striking team. But the Redskins Tuesday night and will start
missed only one official work- against San Francisco. "The
out and are primed for their 49ers are obviously ready, judgopener against New Orleans, ing by the way they've been
which is missing more with playing lately," said Vikings
quarterback Archie Manning on Coach Bud Grant, referring to
the sidelines with a chipped el- San Francisco's routs of Denbow. Bobby Scott will call the ver and Green Bay in its final
two exhibition games.
Saints' signals.
In Sunday's other openers it's
Los Angeles at Dallas, Cleveland at Cincinnati, San Francisco at Minnesota, Baltimore
at Chicago, Atlanta at St.
Louis, Kansas City at Denver
and Pittsburgh at San Diego.
On Monday night, Oakland is at
Miami.
Dallas, drained by defections
and retirements, has 13 rookies
on its roster, "the most rookies
I can remember us keeping,"
says Coach Tom Landry. And
General
Manager
Tex
Schramm says the Cowboys are
"striving to remain in contention while continuing the infusion of new faces." In 1974,
Dallas failed for the first time
in nine years to make the playoffs.
The Bengals, who staggered
through 1974 with a battered
roster, enter 1975 up the upswing, having won four of their
last five exhibition games. And
there's always Coach Paul
Brown's pride at stake. He still
delights in beating Cleveland,
the team he founded 30 years
ago-and the team which
nudged him into temporary retirement 13 years ago.
The Vikings spent their pre-

Trigg County Upsets
Caldwell Comity 26-14
:
7

By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
.
„•••• It was a big day for running
acks who toil for top-ranked
schools, but you'll pardon MarJaegers of unranked Trigg
county if he hogs center stage
;Ior awhile.
Jaegers scored three touchslowns Friday as Trigg County
taged a 26-14 upset of Caldwell
ounty, the No. 5 team in the
:-Iatest Associated Press Class
frrAA poll.
t: Jaegers scored on two runs of
two yards each and on a 25,
ard jaunt.
Meanwhile, the five leaders
of the Al' polls won as expected.
4- Ft. Thomas Highlands, a
nanimous No. 1 choice in AAA
*1 or the past fonr leeks, jolted
4 Newport Catholic 36-0 as
arry Oberding scored twice.
No. 1 Ashland of Class AAA4
.whiltewashed tough _fronton,.
°hid, 14-0 as Gary Thomas
rushed for over 100 yards and
Scored a touchdown.

Jay Welch passed for a pair
of touchdowns as Class AA
leader Middlesboro edged Corbin 14-7 while Glenn Jones
scored three touchdowns in
Class A kingpin .Frankfort's 428 rout of Eminence.
In the only game involving
Jefferson County AAAA leaders, top-ranked Bishop David
ripped Iroquois 27-0.
Bowling Green, making a
strong bid to overtake Ashland
in the AAAA poll, pounded a
tough Owensboro Apollo team
26-7. Mark Stahl and David
Moore each scored twice for
the Purples.
No. 3 Owensboro need J. T.
Buck's four-yard scoring run to
edge Madisonville 7-0. Rain
forced cancellation of" games
matching No. 4 Lexington
Bryan Stoner, and Covington
Catholic and fifth-rated Lexington Tates Creek and Boone
County.
_
In other AAA action, Franklin-Simpson continued its win
ning ways with a 34-0 rout of

Louisville Courier-Journal. yards.
are undefeated in the District
By MIKE BRANDON
Even
when
appeared
the
5it
Maybe
the Tigers don't read the
and 3-1 on the year.
Ledger 8: Times Sports Editor
7, 165-pound Fischer had been
"From the standpoint of the
Courier-Journal
or
maybe
they
Nobody in the world has
stopped,
he'd
still
manage
five
we're probably out of
District,
just
don't
believe
in
ratings.
pretty toes. They've been
or six yards a carry. And when it," Hina said.
Something
happened.
stepped on,stubbed and ignored
And what happened was that it was obvious he wasn't
"But this is what we've been
by Playboy.
stopped he'd get 15 or 20.
for all season. We only
waiting
Murray
High
jelled
into
a
pretty
But old Jon Stanley has the
"He's a tremendous half- had 45 yards in penalties. We
dog-gone
good
team.
most popular toes in Mayfield
"Surprised? I'd sure say so," back." Hina said.
had close to 190 in our first two
and all of Graves County. For it
"He's one of those guys that games. We didn't make many
said
Mayfield
Coach
Jack
was his toes that won in a
never gives up."
Morris.
mistakes, the big one though
contest over David Fischer's
The only yardage that really being the penalty on the long
"Not that we were overlegs.
confident or anything like that meant a lot though for Fischer' yass play.
Fischer would probably have
camelate in 11* -Secantl'perfoll7but
'I'd
have
to
adniit
that
We
to get the award for the star of
expected to win the game by a He broke loose for a six-yard standipg individual play acid by
the game with his 238 yards he
little more than three points." run that put the Cardinals three all means, a lot of people who
amassed on the ground. But it
worked together. Tony Boone
Murray High Coach John feet past midfield.
was Stanley that made the key
Then quarterback Glenn (linebacker ) probably had his
Hina
shared
the
view.
difference as his 35-yard field
"If anyone would have told Mitchell went to work. His only best game of the year. I thought
goal late in the second quarter
me before the game that three two completions of the night Keith Tabers, Tim Lane and
win'
3-0
a
paced host Mayfield to
points would win it, I wouldn't came in the same series. With Barry Wells all played very well
over Murray High Friday night. .have believed
17 seconds left, his only in- on defense to.
it."
The Cardinals were favored by
completion of the game came to
And
"Offensively, we got good
even
yet,
back
on
looking
three touchdowns, at least
halt the clock.
the
game,
it's
really
sort
running
out of our three backs."
of
hard
according to the ratings of the to
Morris called,Stanley into
figure why Mayfield didn't
Once again, sophomore
win by more than three points. game, with the ball resting on fullback Tony Bayless was the
They had chance after chance the Tiger 17 and the Cardinals leading Tiger rusher. Bayless
of driving a nail in theTiger facing a third and seven. And
had 48 yards while tailback
coffin. But they kept hitting that's when Stanley's toes Lindsey Hudspeth had 35.
their thumbs with their ham- turned into the most popular
"Our blocking was better,
toes in Mayfield.
mers.
center Kenny Adams did a very,
His 34-yard field goal sailed
The Cardinals gave up the
very good job in blocking. We
LOUISVILLE( AP)- Money,
into
the
rainy
skies
and
over
the
ball
four
times
on
had a lot of young kids like
fumbles.
perhaps more than playing talDavid Cathey, Donnie Winent, was the major factor in the They certainly didn't appear to uprights for the three-pointer.
Murray made one costly
chester and Tim Lane that also
trade Friday of Kentucky Cblo- be the precisioned offensive
blocked.very well," Hina added.
nels forward Dan Issel to the machine that destroyed Nash-'Mistake in the game. With a
Morris was not pleased with
American Basketball Associ- ville North and Todd Central in fourth and two from their own
32, the Tigers were faced with
the past two weeks.
the offensive performance of his
ation Baltimore Claws.
Statistic-wise, it wasn't even just one chance. Only 1:52
club.
Colonels owner Mrs. John Y.
close.
But statistics aren't remained on the game clock
"The fumbles stopped our
Brown, who admitted "it was a
drives. We moved the ball real
very difficult decision," none- really known for truth. Mayfield and they went for it.
well but just dropped it too
theless said that good business had 286 yards on the ground, Grogan unleashed a long pass
much. But our defense really
practice dictated the trade of Murray had 116. The Tigers did and Keith Tabers hauled it in.
came through for us.
the five-time all-league for- win in the passing department He was pulled down on the
though as quarterback Roger Mayfield 46. But the Tigers
"I don't know how many
ward.
tackles Keith Holder got for us
In return for Issel, Kentucky Grogan connected on six of 14 were called for illegal motion
but he had a bunch of them. And
receives the rights to Tom for 37 yards while the Cardinals and the next pass, a screen to
our defensive ends, Jon Stanley
Owens, "future considera- had just 22 yards on two-of- Lindsey Hudspeth, fell inand Spencer Byrn did real well.
tions," and an amount of cash three passing from Glenn complete and Mayfield took
over and ran out the clock.
Murray didn't get much yarreportedly in the neighborhood Mitchell_
It was the second loss in Class
Fischer was just unreal. But
dage on sweeps,"
of $750,000.
Next week, it's Caldwell
-You've got to admit that he had plenty of help from his AA District competition for the
County for Mayfield while the
this is a crazy business when offensive line which supplied a Tigers, who are now 0-3 on the
Tigers seek to salvage the
you consider that 25 out of 28 lot of holes. By halftime, the season while the Cardinals, who
season by hosting Fulton City.
teams in both leagues lost over junior slotback had rolled up 108 lost their opener 27-24 to Heath,
$16 million last year," Mrs.
Brown said late Friday.

Issel
Traded

Kentucky Football Scores
13N. The Associated Press
Jeff. Stuart 7, Jeff. Pleasure
Ridge Park 6
Jeff. Valley 37, Jeff. Southern
20
Paris 20, Fairview 14
Woodford County 6, Bourbon
County 0
Lou. Bishop David 27, Lou.
Iroquois 0
Jeff. Waggener 35, Jeff. Moore
Pikeville 15, Johnson Central 6
Middlesboro 14, Corbin 7
Madison Central 34, Harrison
County 14
Jenkins 15, Paintsville 14
Laurel County 20, Bell County 0
Harrodsburg 36, Bardstown 0
Scott County 34, Lewis County 6
Manual 12, Somerset 0
Danville 26, Lincoln County 0
Jessamine County 12, Boyle
County 10
Bellevue 18, Beechwood 6
Ludlow 15, Conner 14
Ft. Thomas Highlands 36, Newport Catholic 20
Simon Kenton 20, Covington
_
Holmes 14
Shelby County 26, Ft.Nknox 7
Boyd County 39, Belfry 12
Allen County at Tompkinsville,
ppd. rain
Bullitt Central 28, Meade County 20
Hancock County .6, -Campbellsville 3
Lexington-Sayre 20, Riickcastle
County 0
Mayfield 3, Murray 0
Lynch 19, Leslie County 2
Metcalfe County 14,Caverna 6
Mt. Sterling 34, Maysville 20
Taylor County 30, Clark County
6
Whitesburg 16, Johns Creek 12
Morgan County 27, West Carter
6
Ashland 14, fronton, Ohio 0
Rowan County 30, Prestonsburg
26
OwensborO 7, Madisonville 0
Clarksville, Tenn., 13, Hopkins.
yule7, overtime
Greenup County 8, Russell 0
Pineville 31, Williamsburg 12
Fleming County 33, Bath Coun
ty 6
Warren Central 13, Ohio County

Warren East as Jim Stanley
rushed for three touchdowns
and 158 yards.
No. 3 Shelby County was a 267 victor over Fort Kndx as Bernard Stone scored twice?
Fifth-ranked Erlanger Lloyd
edged Newport 13-12. Things were a bit roCky in
Class AA ranks. No. 2 Somerset
joined Caldwell County in defeat, falling 12-0 to AAAA
Louisville Manual. No. 3 Scott,
County was an easy 34-6 winner
over Lewis ('ounty but No. 4
Mayfield was hard pressed to
shade Murray 3-0.
Heath ran its record to 4-0 by
downing previoJsly unbeaten
Reidland 38-6. Daryl Tilford
scored three times and had a
three extra points for Heath Carroll County 26,
Trimble
while rushing for 181 yards. County 0 •
Tony Fletcher passed for two Dayton 7, Henry County 4 •
scores and ran for two others. North Hardin 42, Oldham CounIn other Class A games, No. fl ty 32
Richmond Madison slipped by Clinton-C-ounty-6, Garnaliel
slumping Lexington Henry Clay Hazard 47, M. C. Napier 0_
13-6 while No. 5 Harrodsburg Morgan County 27, West Carter
walloped Bardstown 36'-0.
6

Clark County 10, Franklin
County 7
Madison Central 34, Harrison
County% 14
Richrnimd Madison 13, Lax.
Henry ç2lay 6
Scott
ty 34, Lewis County 6
Mt. St ling 34, Maysville 20
Erlanger Lloyd 13, Newport 12
Garrard County 14, Marion
County 8
Dixie Heights 16, Campbell
County 6
Lex. Tates Creek at Boone
County, ppd.
Franklin-Simpson 34, Warren
East 0
Crittenden County 8, Fulton
City 6
Heath 38, Reidland 6
Union County 28, Marshall
County 0
Fort Campbell 36, Fulton County 6
Louisa 37, East Carter 18
14..ou. Durrett 16, Lou. Thomas
Jefferson 7
Lou. Manual 12, Somerset 0
Frankfort 42, Eminence 8
LaRue County 22, Anderson
County 20
Nelson County 6, Washington
"
County 0
Jeff. Fern Creek 7, Lou. Seneca
0
Henderson City 20, Lone Oak 0
Henderson County 30, Owensboro Catholic 6
Estill County 20, Mercer County
14
Metropolis, III., 21, Ballard Memorial 12
Russellville 16, Todd County
Central 14
Vir'gie 6, Mullins 0
Wayne County 21, Russell County 6
Webster County 19, McLean
County 0
Lou. Atherton 28, Lou. Male 12
Jefferstown 41, Jeff. Eastern 0
Daviess County 34, Butler
County 0
Hart County 6, Adair County 2
Harlan 46, Lynn Camp 6
I,ex. Bryan Station at Covington Catholic, ppd.
Trigg County 26, Caldwell
County 14
Whitley County 14, Knox Central 0
Jeff. Ballard 7, Jeff. Butler 6
Jeff. Western 28, Jeff. Westport
12
Glasgow 13, Elizabethtown 0
Green County 6, Edmonson
County 0
Montgomery County- 42, Nichola&County./4BOWling Green 26, Otvenshoro
Apollo 7 '

Do your lights dim

mysteriously?

Does your,TV picture shrink?
Do your agpliances, like irons and fry pans,
heat up slowly?
Do fuses or breakers often trip or blow?
If you answer yes to any of these questions;your house
probably has inadequate wiring - something much
worse than a ghost.
Inadequate wiring causes inefficient electricity use and,
worse than'that, it's unsafe. It could cause a fire.
Have a qualified electrician or electrical contractor,
check out these symptoms and bring the wiring up to
standards as soon as possible.

@leciicity
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
murraYl-Mayfield
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Pirates Eliminate Cards And
Mets From Pennant Contention
By The Associated Press
the San Diego Padres 3-1.
It was a bad night for Willie
The name of the game is
Stargell but a good night for
the Pittsburgh Pirates,, and a scoreboard and the rules are
goodbye for the St. Louis Cardi- easy to follow: get your team
into first place, Lake the field
nals and New York Mets.
look over your shoulder to
and
Stargell got knocked out in a
collision with teammate Dave see if anyone's gaining on you.
"Everybody's looking at the
Parker in the midst of Pittssays Boston Red
scoreboard,"
burgh's 7-1 victory over the
Sox third baseman Rico PetroCardinals Friday night.
While Stargell was knocked celli. "We're looking at it just
out of the game, the Cardinals like they (the Baltimore • Oriand Mets were both knocked oles) are looking at it.
"But Fm not concerned. We
out of the National League East
pennant race, leaving only the just worry about our game."
There wasn't much to worry
Philadelphia Phillies with a
mathematical chance to catch about Frida3s night, as the Red
Tigers
the _Pirates,.The,
leskej Sox defeated the Detroit
..rnheir slim pennant hopes alive -74 to-maintain their 41.4-game
second-place
over
with a 44 victory over the lead
Baltimore in the American
Mets.
In other National League League's East Division.
"We're loose," added Boston
games, the Montreal Expos
Dwight Evans. "Evoutfielder
whipped the Chicago Cubs 9-6;
the Cincinnati Reds defeated eryone's doing a job. It's one
the Atlanta Braves 7-6; the guy one game and someone
Houston Astros trimmed the else the next."
There aren't too many next
Los Angeles Dodgers 6-5 and
left. That's why the Red
games
the San Francisco Giants beat
Sox are loose. Friday night's
TRUCKIN' TONY- Big fony Bayless, fullback for the Tigers, takes a handoff from Roger Grogan while Kenny Adams (51) gives it all he
has in blocking to open a hole for Bayless.
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WHAT, A MISTAKE?-Believe it or not, David Fischer (23) of Mayfield did make a mistake. Here, he fumbles the ball away and Tony
Thurmond gets ready to pounce on it. Fischer gained 238 yards for the Cardinals who won 3-0 over Murray. Cardinals in the picture are
Robert Dycus (20) and Glenn Mitchell (16).
(Staff Photos by Dore Colas's')

Americans Take Record Lead In Ryder
LIGONIER, Pa. AP)- Bernard Hunt, the non-playing captain of Britain's overwhelmed
Ryder Cup team, was neither
surprised, dismayed nor discouraged by the heavily-favored Americans' record 6'22 advantage run up in Fri/
11
.day's first round play.
"I think all our lads realized
they had a very difficult time
on their hands when they came
over here," the tall, soft-spoken
Englisl-man said.
"Them, we had the rain and
that male it doubly difficult. It
gives jast that much more advantage to the long-hitters on a
course of this length.
"I'm absolutely delighted
with the way sonie of our lads,
particularly forruny Horton, is
playing. They've been unlucky
in that they played well and
just ran into so,Le people who

were playing bet'er.
"The Americark, particularly
( Lee) Trevino and (Tom) Weiskopf, played some really superior golf."
. It added up to the biggest
first-day advandage ever compiled since this old, international series went to its current, three-day, 32-match format in 1963.
"It's all the more surprising,
a bit devastating, really, because traditionally we at least
hold our own in the foursomes," mused Tony Jacklin,
who teamed with Peter Oosterhuis for the TV British victory of the beautiful fall day.
The Americans, powered by
perhaps the strongest team
ever assembled, swept the four
Scotch foursomes, a style of
play the British usually dominate. That staked them to a

quick 4-0 lead and they added
two more wins, a tie and a loss
in the afternoon four-ball
matches.
The big lead raised the possibility of a record score. The
most lop-sided victory ever was
the 23 12-8 12 margin run up by
the U.S. in the 1967 matches in
Houston.
Weiskopf teamed with Nicklaus for a 5 and 4 romp over
Scots Brian Barnes and Bernard Gallacher in the foursomes play, then went with Lou
Graham for a 3 and 2 victory
over Ireland's Eamonn Darcy
and Christy O'Connor Jr. in the
four ball. He and Nicklaus were
five under par in the morning,
while he and Graham played
the first nine holes in the afternoon six under par.

Trevino and J.C. Snead combined for a 2 and I foursomes
triumph over Horton and John
O'Leary, and Trevino, this time
with Hale Irwin, took on the
same pair in the afternoon.
This time Trevino reeled off a
string of five birdies in six
holes on the back nine to close
them out 2 and 1.
Irwin and Gene Littler beat
Norman Wood and Maurice
Bembridge 5 and 3 and Johnny
Miller and Al Geiberger took
Jacklin and Oosterhuis 3 and 1
in the other morning matches
Jacklin and Oosterhuis scored
Britain's only victory 2 and 1
over Billy Casper and Ray
Floyd. Nicklaus and Bolt Murphy tied with Barnes and Gallacher in the other afternoon
match.

By The Associated Press
American League
East
•
W L Pct. GB
91 62 595 Boston
Baltimore
86 66 566
4,2
New York
78 74 .513 12'2
•97
Milwaukee
64 90 416 271 ?
Detroit
56 97 366 35
9360 .600
West
Oakland
7
Kansas City 86 67 .562
Texas
75 80 .484 19
71 79 .173 20 2
Minnesota
71 81 .467 21' 2
Chicago
70 84 .455 231 2
California
Friday's Games
Baltimore 6, Milwaukee 5
Cleveland 3, New York 2
Boston 7, Detroit 5
Kansas City 5, Oakland 4
Texas 10, Chicago 6
California 1, Minnesota 0
Saturday's Games
ND* York (May 13 11) at
'CleMand (Hood 6-8)
Boston (Tient 17-131 at De
troit (Lolich 11-18)
Milwaukee (Colborn 10-12) at
Baltimore (Palmer 2111), (n)
Oakland (Blue 19-11) at Kan.
sas City (Splittorff 9-8), (n)
Texas (Jenkins 16-17) at Chicago (Jefferson 5-9), (n)
Minnesota (Hughes 15-13) at
California (mange 131), (n)
Sunday's Games
•• New-York at Cleveland, 2
Boston at Detroit
Milwaukee at Baltimore
Texas at Chicago
Oakland at Kansas City
Minnesota at California
By The Associated Press
National League
Esavv2st 71.1
GB
t. 6
.5c36
P
88 65 .575 Pittsburgh
Philphia
78 75 .510 10
St. Louis •
78 76 .506 10' 2
New. York
73 82 .471 16
Chicago
68 85 .444 20
Montreal
10e1st 53 656
W
xCinci
Angeles 84 70 545 17
Los
75 79 487 26
larnatnacisco
F
A,
S
68 85 444 32' 2
San Diego
66 89 426 35' 2.
61 92 .399 39',
HOUS1011
x-clinched division title
Friday's Games
Cincinnati 7, Atlanta 6
Montreal 9, Chicago 6
Philadelphia 1, New York 3
Pittsburgh 7, St. Louis 1
6, Los Angeles 5, 12
innings
San Francisco 3, San Diego 1
Saturday's Games
Chicago (R. Reuschel 10 16)
at Montreal (Rogers 10-12)
Philadelphia (Simpson 1-0) at
New York (KoOsman 13 13)
St. Louis (Rasmussen 4-4) at
Pittsburgh (Rooker 13-9)
San Diego (Folkers 6-9) at
San Francisco Falcone 11-11)
Cincinnati (Darcy 10-5) at At•
lanta (Easterly 28), (n)
Los Angeles (Hooton 17-9) at
Houston (Sosa 1-3), In)
Sunday's Games
St. Louis at Pittsburgh
Philadelphia at New York
Cincinnati at Atlanta
Chicago at Montreal
Los Angeles at Houston
San Diego at San Francisco

Alabama Mftts Clenison
In Seconkl Game Tonight
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
Alabama takes another shot
at its first victory of the season
tonight but Bear Bryant's not
concerned with Clemson. He's
worried about Alabama.
"I think we've improved every day since our loss to Missouri, but we won't just bounce
back automatically like a lot of
people think," says the y.eteran
coach. "We've got to make it
happen. If we have the kind of

Miss Your Paper?
/7

Subscribers who have not
home.
their
received
deliveredcopy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
753 1916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p.m.
•

New York 3-2, and California
Mired Minnesota 1-0.
Orioles, Brewers 5
"We've just got to go out and
play it day by day," said Baltimore Manager Earl Weaver
after the Birds topped the
Brewer; but lost the game of
scoreboard. "They (Boston)
have to win 7 out of 10. We're
going out and try to win every
game we play."
Phillies 4, Mt-t% 3
Dick Allen, who earlier tied
the game with a double,
smashed a home run in the
eighth inning to give Philadelphia its victory over New
311••rk.----Atieo,s -abet- .aver-the ,
right-center field fence at Shea
Stadium unlocked a tie that existed front the sixth inning,
when Allen doubled home Jay
Johnstone from second base
Expos 9, Cubs 6
Pete Mackanin hit his 11th
home run and later lofted a
sacrifice fly- for the go-ahead
run in the seventh inning as
Montreal defeated Chicago.

Many College Games On Tap
Throughout Kentucky Today

By The Associated Press
After a week of basking in
the sunshine of a season-openover-Virginia- Tech,
Kentucky must once again
prove itself on the field of
battle.*
The second test of the season
came this afternoon when the
Wildcats of Coach Fran Curci
met Kansas. The Wildcats, favored after the 27-8 trouncing
of Tech, were expected to offer
a stern test to a Kansas team
that was an 18-14loser to Washington State last Saturday.
In other football actiorr involving Kentucky colleges,
Louisville, 0 1, is at Drake;
Western Kentucky, 2-0,osts Illinois State; Kentucky tate, 20, travels to Towson ( Md.)
State; Centre, 1-0, entertains
Maryville; Tenn.; and Georgetown, 1-1, is at Northwood In-

stitute.
In night action, Eastern Kentucky, 2-0, will be at Tennessee
Chattanooga; Morehead opens

its season at Marshall; and
Murray kicks off its campaign
by hosting Western Carolina.
Kentucky, led by the running
of Sonny Collins, Steve Campassi and reserve quarterback
Derrick Ramsey and the passing of Cliff Hite, was expected
to offer a stern test to the beefy
Kansas defense. Meanwhile, a
Wildcat defense that ranks
third overall in the Southeastern Conference was to be
tested by a bevy of fleet Jayhawk runners.

though, must include Kentucky
State's Curt Sullivan. He's
thrown for six touchdowns in
two Traobred Wins so far, with
five going to ace wide receiver
Leonard Elston.
Centre, a suprisingly easy 280 winner over Oberlin last
week, could take a giant step
toward its first winning season
in five years by measuring
Maryville. Quarterback Roy
Beard is the big hope after
scoring once and passing for
another touchdown against
Louisville was hopeful that its Oberlin.
Georgetown depends on the
premier runner, Walter Peacock, would break loose after a runs of fullback Alan Rhine,
214 yards so
disappointing game against who has collected
Kentucky
Eastern
while
far,
Western Kentucky last weekreturn to
end. Peacock was held to 58 hopes for a successful
TalEverett
tailback
by
action
yards, a major factor in the
week's 30Cardinals' 21-17 setback to the bert. He missed last
24 win over Dayton with an
Division II Hilltoppera. _ _
ankle sprain:"-7T For its part, Western has ridMurray and Morehead hope
den the steadily improving arm to get off to quick starts at the
of sophomore quarterback Billy expense of two non-winners.
Smith to an unbeaten record.
Both Marshall and Carolina are
Talk about quarterbacks, 0-2 so far.

End of the Season Sale

New styling
and quieter riding
John Deere Riding Mowers.
John Deere combines streamlined styling and quiet riding with
a 5-speed transmission and many other quality features
More power in two new models. The John Deere 66 with a 30-inch
mower is powered by a 6-hp engine. The John Deere 68 comes with
either 3'30- or a 34-inch mower and a synchro-balanced
8-hp engine
Greater range at ground speeds. A 5-speed transmission
provides a travel speed for any mowing Job, plus reverse gear.
Rear-mounted grass bag attachment is available on the 66
the 68 with a 30-inch mower. It mounts behind the rider for
greater maneuverability and close-in trimminig4
John Deere riders are quieter,too. The engines are fully
enclosed to reduce sound. Come in for the full story on the hew
John Deere Riding Mowers:

young people I think we have,
though, they'll want to make
something happen."
Alabama began the season in
second place in The Associated
Press rankings but the loss to
Missouri and a subsequent
week off have dropped the
Crimson Tide to No. 14. Clem-son isn't having any of that and
the Tigers insist 'Bama is still
among the top two or three
teams in the country.
In fact, the Tigers may have
been looking ahead when they
were knocked off by Tulane 1713 last weekend although yielding only 220 yards, in total offense.
Three other members of The
AP Top Twenty Will be in action tonight., Texas A&M, rated
11th, visits Louisiana State, No.
12 Florida is at North Carolina
State and Pacific at No. 17 Arizona, the opening game for the
highly tegarded Wildcats.
„

victory reduced Boston's magic
number to six for a champagne
party-any total of six Red Sox
wins or Baltimore losses will
end another pennant race.
It's the champagne party
that's riding heavily on the
mind of Kansas City first baseman John Mayberry as the
Oakland A's close in on closing
out the Royals for a fifth consecutive AL West crown.
"We're just playing for pride
now," saud Mayberry after the
Royals beat the A's 5-4 but remained seven games behind
first-place Oakland with just
nine games left this season.
Still, the A's' magic number
stood at three as ihe clubs prepared for tonight's night
game-one that could reduce
:he magical mystery margin to
one Oakland victory or Royals
loss.
Elsewhere in the AL Friday
night, the Orioles kept pace
with Boston by trimming Milwaukee 6-5, Texas blasted Chicago 10-6, Cleveland tripped

1 tiL Nothing runs
i

ea

Come by and Check Our Prices Before You Buy.
ONE WAY TO GO- There's only one way for Gaylnn Wilsor
by a bunch of Tigers Murray High players in the picture o•
McMillen (76)bnd Andy Ryan (66).

to go and that's down as he's hit
th Tobers (40), Todd Harrison (16), Pot

Yayfield

Murray Supplyto.
208 E. Main

(Stuff Photo, by Day.(410511

753-3361
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Denver Strength In Country May Touch Off More Furor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)John Denver's strength in final
nominations for annual Country
Music Association awards could
set the stage for another furor
among country music insiders.
Country music stalwarts,
many of whom consider nonNashvillians and non-Texans

non-country, complained loudly
a year ago when Australian
Olivia-Newton-John was picked
as female vocalist of the year.
Miss Newton-John was not
among the finalists this year.
But Denver, a Colorado boy
who had been considered 'a popular music performer and

whose biggest hit had been
"Rocky Mountain High," garnered support with his recording of "Thank God I'm a Country Boy" and led CMA finalists
with five nominations.
The five finalists in 10 categories were announced Wednesday.
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year.
One irony in the norninations:
George Jones and Tammy Wyneke, divorced and no longer
singing partners, also were
nominated for vocal duo of the
year.
In addition to Miss Colter,
others receiving three nominations included Freddie Fender and Ronnie Milsap, both
nominated for album of the
year and male vocalist of the
year. Milsap was last year's
male vocalist. In addition,
Fender was nominated as male
vocalist, Mi,Lsap as entertainer
of the year.
Here are the five finalists in
each category:
Entertainer of the Year:
John Denver, Waylon Jennings,
Loretta Lynn, Ronnie Milsap,
Conway Twitty.
Single of the Year: "Before
'the' Next Teardrop Falls,"
Fender; "Another Somebody
Done Somebody Wrong Song,"
B.J. ThOmas; "I'm Not Lisa,"
Colter; "Rhinestone Cowboy,"
Glen Campbell; "Thank God
I'm a Country Boy," Denver.
Album of the Year: "A Legend in My Time," Milsap; "An
Evening with John Denver,"
Denver; "Before the Next
Teardrop Falls," Fender;
"Feelin's" by Twitty and Lynn;
"The Ramblin' Matt" Jennings; "Rhinestone Cowtiay,"
Campbell. Six were nominated
because of a tie.

Course In First Aid For
Restaurant Workers Set
First aid classes for
restaurant employees in the
Western Kentucky area will be
held in Murray on September 22
and 23 at Pagliai's Pizza, 510

SHE BOUGHT
ME A GLASS
PIGGY
BANK

•••...••••roN1
Ow
.
*Ow* %nous.

-the First human
xi earth!!-- Kicked to •
death by a sadistic

-vegetable!!---

Main Street.
In accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health
Act, (0.S.H.A.), regulations as
enforced by the Kentucky
Department of Labor, a
restaurant operator should
have on duty at all times an
employee who is trained in
administering first aid.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Restaurant Association, the
classes will be limited to 30, and
registrations will be taken on a
first come, first served basis.
There is no charge for the class.
Women registrants should wear
slacks or jeans to the classes.
Each registrant will attend
two claggps of four hours each,
from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 and from
0:00 pin. to 10:00 p.m. If the
morning class is elected, employees must attend both
morning classes and if the
evening classes are elected,
employees must attend both
evening classes in order to
qualify for a certificate.
Classes will be held in
Paducah on September 24 and
25, at the same times, at the
American Red Cross Center, 232
North Eighth Street.
In the future, the American
Red Cross will hold four, four
hour classes sponsored by
Murray State University. Fees
for these classes will be approximately $25. Both sessions
will give participants the Red
Cross certification
card
required by 0.S.H.A.

CLASSIFIED ADS!
If You
Need Them:

Fire
753-1441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2298
Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
8. Times

Murray Coins
And Antiques
opposite bus station.
108 North
6th Street
153-0140.

Kings Den
iantzen Sportswear

HEY! COME BACK
HERE!

ITS TOO BAD
YOU CAN'T 1-1AVE A 00G
DRY-CLEAN ED

Dr. Cunningham To
Speak To Nurses

The Community Continuing
Nursing Education Meeting
sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital will
be held Monday, September 22,
1975 at 7:30 p.m. in the hospital
conference room.
Dr. Richard Cunningham will
be the guest speaker and his
The flowers on the com- topic will be, "Hemorrhage
munion table will be in memory Complications in Pregnancy."
Dr. Cunningham attended
of Mrs. Charlie Shroat by her
medical school at the Univerdaughters. )
sity of Louisville, his internship
The congregational noon was served
at Louisville
luncheon will follow the morGeneral Hospital and his
ning services with the Murray residency in
obstetrics and
State students as guests.
gynecology
at
Parkland
--- The Youth groups will meet Memorial Hospital in Dallas.
Sunday as follows: Others at He is now associated with the
five p.m. and God Squad at 6:30 Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
p.m. withl supper for both at six
All community and hospital
nurses are invited to attend.
p.m.

FRAMER, EXPERIENCED preferred.
Call 753-8301.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ids,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
the
day
before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

PART TIME HANDYMAN
with truck to do yard
work, paint, light carpentry. Call 753-3493.
MECHANIC
experienced,
witi.
management potential.
Reply to Box 32 Q,
Murray, Ky.

Blackford
House
11141661s1st bad
16ply, kr.. 1534660
Your favorite Snapshot
or Photograph can be
made into a Hand Painted Portrait with Prices
starting at $50.00
We also have a wide
selection of Original
Painting with prices
starting at $20.00 along
with a variety of Hand
Painted Plaques with
Prices Starting at $3.00
We also offer a wide
selection of Dried
Flowers
and
Arrangements
with
Prices beginning at$2.00
Week-End Extra
Special Specials I
Friday, Saturday, Smoky
S.95. t9,20,21 s.,00
lam Cakes Maw
L
Cisibus

S2t

Osaka fan .

'2°2.

Business
Courses
Scheduled

The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center will offer
three business and office extension courses beginning in
October.
Typing I will begin on October
6, 1975, at 6:30 p. m. at the
Vocational Center. Typing I will
be held on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 6:30-9f38
p. m. for seven weeks. A $4
registration fee will be charged
and a book must be purchased.
Typing I is a beginning typing
class for students who have
never had typing or who have
had very little instruction in the
subject.
Shorthand I will begin on
October 7, 1975 at 6:30 p. m. at
the Vocational Center. Shorthand I will be held on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings from
6:30-9:30 p. m. for seven weeks.
The registration fee is $5 and a
text-kit must be purchased.
This course is for students who
have never had shorthand, or
for those who need a brush-up in
the subject.
Accounting I will begin on
October 7, 1975 at 6:30 p. m. at
the Vocational Center. The
Accounting I course will be held
on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30-9:30 p. m.
for seven weeks. A $5.00
registration fee will be charged
and a book must be purchased.
The Accounting I course is
"Keeping Your Guard Up and designed for those who need to
Your Left Jab Ready" will be learn bookkeeping practices
the subject of the sermon by Dr. and the principles of accounting
David Roos at the 10:45 a.m. or bookkeeping.
services on Sunday, September
To register for a business and
21, at the First Christian office extension class, call or
• Church.
visit the Murray Vocational
Special music will be by the Center. Call 753-1870 between
choir, directed by Mrs. the hours of 8:00 a. m. and 3:30
Margaret Porter with Gary p. m.
Galloway as organist.
Jim Boone will be the worship
leader and Paul Austin will be
the candle lighter. Greeters will
be Mr. and Mrs. John Ford Hall
and Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lane.
Elders serving will be Dr.
Woodfin Hutson and Bro.
William Porter. Norman Hale,
Glenn Card, Fred McCord, Leon
Smith, Auburn Wells, and
Lenvei Yates will be the
deacons.

Fl Help Wanted

2 Nceoce

Dr. Roos Announces
Topic For Sermon
At First Christian

A MART &iJs/ LIKE
YOU 90E5N'T KNOW
HONA TO Pi5AENABLE
A ZfLEV t-IERE ,
To YOO
I'LL

WHY DO YOU MAKE SUCH
A Fuss vo-tEN I GIVE
YOU A BAT14 ?

Song of the Year: "Back
Home Again," Denver; "Before
:he Next Teardrop Falls," Vivian Keith and Ben Peters;
-Another Somebody Done
Somebody Wrong Song," Chips
Moman and Larry Butler; "I'm
Not Lisa," Colter; "Rainy Day
Woman," Jennings.
Female Vocalist: Colter,
Lynn, Dolly Parton, Linda Ronstadt, Tanya Tucker.
Male Vocalist: Denver, Fender, Jennings, Milsap, Twitty.
Vocal Group of Year: Asleep
at the Wheel, Bobby Bare &
Family, The Four Guys, The
Osborne Brothers, The Statler
Brothers.
Vocal Duo: Jack Greene &
Jeannie Seely, Jones & Wynette, Mel Tills & Sherry
Bryce, Twitty & Lynn, Porter
Wagoner & Dolly Parton.
Instrumental Group of the
Year Roy Clark &Bliek Trent,
Danny Davis & The Nashville
Brass, The Po' Boys; The Earl
Scruggs Revue, The Twitty
Birds.
Instrumentalist of the Year:
Chet Atkins, Clark, Johnny
Gimble, Charlie McCoy, Jerry
Reed.
Hall of Fame: Minnie Pearl,
Hank Snow, Merle Travis, Kitty
Wells and the late Vernon Dalhart previously were nominated. Winners in this category
are selected by a "pan& of
electors" instead of the regular
CMA membership.

• PAI

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS
News, Society cod
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-1916
and 753-1917

NOTICE
Approximately 12.000 sq ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray. Ky.. Phone 75.3-3342

YOUR NEED is our concern. NEEDLINE, 7536333.
HORBUCKLE'S BARBER
Shop, 209 Walnut Street.
Also Watkins .Products.
753-9067.
SEATS AVAILABLE on
buses to,Opryland, U. S.
A., Sept. 27, Transportation and admission,
$15.00. Leave. Murray,
6:15 a. m. from bus
station. Also, on Hot
Springs, Arkansas and
Ozark Mountain Tour,
October 3-5, $75.00. Seats
on Covered Bridge Tour,
Park County,, Indiana,
October 10-12. Priced
$77.00. Includes transportation and lodging.
Call Ruth Blackwood,
tour representative, 7533934 or 753-2827.
WATKINS PARTY PLAN
is new. Great hostess
gifts, and Holiday gifts.
Geraldine Mathis, 1705
Keenland. Phone 753-8284.
5 Lost And Found
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered_
Call 901-232-8662.
FOUND-HA6' grown
ferrible eat. Yellow and
white, part Persian.
Found in the vicinity of
Westview Nursing Home
on South 16th St. Call 7533535 after 4:30 p. m.

HOSTESS FOR Watkins
Party Plans. Call 7535550.
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be capable of doing minor
mechanic work. Full time
employment. Call 4749739.

floctricisas & Apprentices
Opal Skop
Loyal Opportraity
Hipli Puy
Work is Yaw Ara.
or Travel
Send Resume To:
Ky. Eloctrical
Coastructioo, Inc.
P.O. BO K 964
Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Attu, Wayne E Hughes
°partitions tAsseger

8. Storage Buildings
CUSTOM BUILT portable
building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located
on
Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.
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12. Insurance
HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up
to 82000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.

NEM
plat
liar
Tra
48%

MOBILE BONE and home
owners insurance at low
rates. Joe Sledd Insurance agency, 753-1408.

BLAI
post
435-

INSURANCE
Homeowners, farmowners, mobile
homeowners, low rates
excellent claim service.
Galloway Insurance and
Realty, Phone 753-5842,
Murray, Ky.

1970
Fel
753

The sooner you call,
the sooner
you :aye
Phone 753-0489
AHD Of 1III1111

VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter
and
up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles For Sale
ALL TYPES of Aladdin
lamp parts, lox on
chimitiew mantles etc.
Parts for old telephones
and we do chair caning.
Hubert Coles Antique
Shop, 3's miles South on
641. -Phone .502-492-8714.
MAPLE COUCH - Early
American, and matching
chair. Excellent condition, $150. See at 802
North 20th after 5.30 p-m.
COLLECTION
OF
Womans Day and Family
Circle magazines. Call •
436-2285.
4 x 5 AND AISO 2x5 store
display table fixtures.
-These tables are good for
use in farmers' markets,
utility tables, or home
use. Call 753-6067.
MIXED FIREWOOD.
$12.00 a rick, delivered
Call 753-9618.

16. Home Furnishings
MICRO-WAVE Ovens, We
have two demonstrator
models that have
' warranty. Save new
over
$100.00. 753-1713.
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16. Home Furnishings
MAN
yard
car-

30" FRIGIDAIRE range
used one year in high
school home economics
dept. New Warranty. 7531713.
EXTRA NICE custom built
china cabinet, dark
maple. $300.00. Call 7537930.

'atkins
1 753-

SERMust
ninor
time
474-

as

PLAID BROWN Kroehler
couch. Perfect condition.
$125. Call 753-7791.
VINYL. SOFA, 2 chairs,
footrest, $150.00. Royal
electric typewriter,
$85.00. Portable
panasonic TV,$65.00. Call
mornings 436-2373.

17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.
KIRBY VACUUM September Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase
of
every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.

19 Farm Equipment

1al, up
th no
3-1976.

home
at low
1 In3.1408

CHALLENGER 2 bass
boat, with 1975 model
Johnson 135 h. p. motor.
Evinrude foot control
trolling motor, depth
finder, M&M custom
trailer with mag wheels.
Call 753-1323 or 753-5763.

NEW and used John Deere
planters, Allis-Chalmers
hard land planter. Vinson
Tractor Company, 7534892.
BLACK LOCUST seasoned
posts. 0. A. Bogard. Call
435-4521
1970 MODEL 135 Massey
Ferguson tractor. Call
753-2913.
DICKEY-JOHN moisture
testors. No scales. No
electricity. Pour in and
read. Vinson Tractor Co.,
753-4892.
NEW AND USED John
Deere planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
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PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 7538911.
EPIPHONIC BASS guitar,
Peavey bass amp. Call
753.6221 after 2:00 p. m.
Ask for Ricky Peal.
SAXAPHONE-ALTO,
Conn, deluxe case, almost
new, Call 753-2583.

Register New

Class Guitar
$1.50.N.
_
J. &B. Musk
753-7575

TWO ROW corn head for 45
John Deere. $500.00. Call
753-8997.

30" FRIGIDAIRE selfcleaning range. Used 1
year at high school,
new warranty. Reduced
$100. Call 753-1713.

Jackets
•Shirts
17,

Sports Equipment

KNIT MATERIAL $.50 per
yard. 250 yards. Call 7535281 after 6 p. m.

S & W TARGET GRIPS, J,
K, & N, frame, stainless.
357 Smith Si Wesson.
Serious inquiries only.
Call 753-8964.

2 WHEEL TRAILER. 55
gallon steel drums, new.
Call 753-8353 days; nights
753-4588.

CAMPING TENT, 9 x 18,
used two times, $100. See
at 1606 Catalina Drive.

16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870

20.

Closet

1969 MOBILE HOME, 12 x
60, all electric, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
$4,000.00 or best offer.
Call 753-8654.
1973 ATLANTIC 12x60 with
central heat and air. Call
after 5 p. m. 435-4537.
HOLIDAY
60x12,
2
bedroom, 2 baths, all
electric, air conditioned,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, all house furniture, new carpet. Call
753-2207 after 5 p. m.
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
central heat and Itlr,
carpeted
throughout,
refrigerator and stove,
electric fireplace, underpinned, excellent
condition. Call 753-9816.

12 x 70 FLAMINGO
MANOR mobile home, 3
bedroom, 2 full baths,
central air and heat,
carpeted
throughout,
TWO STORY oak log barn. refrigerator
and
Excellent condition. Call stove,....753-9816.
753-0870.
HEATERS,
WOOD
automatic, cast iron fire
box, brick lined, porcelin
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

FOR SALE
Recycled Denim
10 Pair
Waist Size 32-38

Coll 753-0889
After 5:00
No Calls On Tuesday

Saturday
BreakfastSpecial
2 Eggs
Bacon, Sausage or Ham
Biscuits and Gravy or Toast
Open 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.

University Inn
16th Street

49 Used Cars & Trucks

DUPLEX TWO bedroom,
central heat and air. Call
753-7850.

TREMENDOUS VALUE at
the reduced price of
$12,800. Extra nice double
wide mobile home on
foundation at Panorama
Shores, 3 bedrooms, 11
/
2
baths, formal dining,
central heat and air,
sundeck, Moffitt Realty
Co., 206 South 12th, 7533597.
1971 12 x 40 AT COACH
Estates. See Jerry Turner
Taylor
Dwain
at
Chevrolet.
1972 AMERICANA, extra
nice mobile home. 12'3[64'
two bedroom, 2 bath with
carpet and central air,
hurricane straps, and
'Underpinning. Can rent
lot if desired. $5,200. Call
489-2440.

29. Mobile Home Rentals
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces
for families only. Call 7533855.
32.

Apartments For Rent

TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Married
couples. Call Lowell King
753-3810.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.

or Rent
ice large furnished
partment for 3, 4 or 5
irLs

Phone
753-5865
or 753-5108

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Located by
White Hall $105.00 per
month, Part of utilities,
couples prefered. Phone
753-3805.

1974 VEGA, DELUXE 200
amp service pole. 1950
Chevrolet /
3
4 ton truck.
Call 436-5610.

FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th
Street. 753-6609.

For Rent
2 Bedroom Apartments
refrigerator,
Stove,
water furnished, all
electric, central heat
and air.
Start at s115 month, no
Pets
Murray Manor
Apartments
753-8668

1974 PINTO. Best offer.
Norman Stacy. Palistine
Church Road.

°WHAT/9 THE PREDICTED '3HORTAGE FOR
-TODAY, ABERgATHY?"

43. Real Estate

46. Homes For Sale

51 Ser.ii es 01'..;«,c1

sJri P.-LI

STATIONWAGON, 1970
Ford, with air, $850; 1962
Falcon, 6 cylinder with
air, $275; Tempest convertible, $450. May be
seen at 201 S. 7th St.

•Jeans

alithILINK
FENCING
installed or material only.
22. Musical
Custom made gates, Free
Estimate All Star Fence
& Supply Co. Call Collect
STEREO
CONSOLE
Paris,642-6492 or 642-8947.
repossessed,
AM-FM
phono and tape. Monthly
payments. Call 753-7575.
26. TV RaCh0
MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
organ, guitar, clarinet 2 RCA USED COLOR
consoles with new picture
and accordion. J. & B.
tube with 2 year warranty
Music, Call 753-7575.
on the tube. Excellent
condition. 753-1713.
FLUTE, SELMER Signet
Special. 2 years old, good 27. Mobile Home Sales
condition with case. Must
sell. $185.00. Call 753-8046 WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
after 3:30.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442UPRIGHT PIANO for sell.
1918 or 443-8226.
Call 753-6251.

$1.09
trator
new
over

P, Woo, •

Clothes

24. Miscellaneous

far bile
rates
rvice.
and
5842,

32 Apartments For Rent

1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
FRIGIDAIRE,
portable
trolling
motor, power
dishwasher. Top of line
model. $100.00, Call 753- trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4.
1713.

TWO YEAR old apartment
size range. Harvest gold,
;100.00. Call 753-1713.

trtable
.00.8 x
676.00.
ry. We
,torage
ttages,
a and
e our
!. sheds
2' up.
Hick's
all 753-

20. Sports Equipment

GOOD 1968 FORD Torino,
$650. 1972 Pinto, $1,275.
1957 Chevrolet, $125. Call
489-2595.
1967 CAMARO, triple
black, V-8 automatic,
power steering, power
brakes, $900. Stacey-Fike
Used Cars, Inc. Call 7530000.

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
klcoa.
Awnings
by
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
Call WW Ed Bailey, 4928897, Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.
M&B CONSTRUCTION
CO.,
landscaping,
backhoe work, general
hauling, bush hogging,
plowing and discing. Call
436-2540.
CONTACT
SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.

SAVE rum., underpen
your mobtle home with
fiberglass. 60 ft. x 12ft. x 3
ft. high approximately
$50.00. Styrofoam 4 x x
/
1
2" sheets insulation at
$2.60 each. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse., Inc., Box
88, Martin, Tennessee
38237. Phone 587-2420.
Open 6 days a week.

Bictrolvx
Vomit,
Cleaners
Call

Tony Montgomery

753-6760

YARD WORK, tree cutting
done. Call 753-2732.

•

HAVING
TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done'
Then call 753-6614.

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
33 Rooms For Rent
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
HAVE ROOMS in a country
Sycamore Street, 753home. Connie Lampe.
7724.
436-2510.
Call

HOME HUNTING? You
LICENSED ELECTwill find a large selection
TRICIAN - Prompt,
1970 DODGE CHARGER,
in all price ranges at
efficient service. No job
dressed, good condition.
Wilson Realty, Auction
too small. Call Ernest
Call 753-8391 or 753-8392.
I WOULD LIKE to keep
and Insurance. Across
White. 753-0605.
-children in my home
from Post Office, Rhone
1955 CHEVY BUS camper,
during the day for
753-3263. Nights and
sleeps six, fully self
working parents. Any
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
LIGHT
HAULING. hours between 7 a. m. and
contained. 260-6 cylinder.
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753Livestock hauling and
Call 753-5827.
6 p. m. Monday through
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345small appliances. Call Friday regularly. Call
2343, Loretta Jobs 753436-5844 or 436-5472.
1972 VEGA excellent
- 753-4908 for more inSLEEPING ROOM, nice NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS 6079. Member M. L. S.
within
view
_
Highway
_
of
condition,
_
_
111411
gas
.
_ _formation.
clean, near - Campus:_
PAM- mileage, 2 door, $1,195.00. EXPERIENCED
641. Estate of Alfred
Private entrance and
TER
will
do
interior
or
OWNER - SACRIFICING Call Nick 436-2538.
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
ROY HARMON'S Carbath. Call 753-7575 or 753exterior work by the hour
exclusive brick residence
penter Shop (old ice
0669.
or job. 753-8343.
- split level - convenient
plant).
complete
1955 CHEVROLET, 2 door
Coostry
Giuttiononi
thet's
campus location - ideal
37. Livestock Supplies
remodeling
repairs,
and
stationwagon,
$500.
Odd
whet youll be whee yes MON
income
OPcabinets, paneling, doors,
or unusual. Call 753-4641 GUTTERING BY Sears.
this four bedroom Mick atit S
PORTUNITY. Call 753FIVE WEENING pigs.
formica work, finish
and after 5 p. m., call 753minutes Iron city aid pricW
Sears seamless gutters
0940.
Phone 436-2240.
carpentry, contracting.
the low SOs. Olnoar will cow
3724.
installed
per
your
rider trails.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
specifications. Call Larry
IN MEADOW GREEN
nights.
38. Pets - Supplies
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
34 Acres U.S listed - 21 acres
Acres - Brick & Frame 50. Campers
tilloble-iess thee $330 perecre.
estimates.
ti-level 3 bedroom, 2 bath
GREAT DANE puppies.
PAINTING AND general
home,
features
a STARCRAFT CAMPER,
On one if the better sionied iets
Call after 5, 753-7838.
handywork
1974 Stardust Swinger, CARPENTRY
done,
fireplace
in
the
living
WORK.
&
•Merry, 3 bedroom brick with
sleeps six with acreasonable prices. Call
dining
"L,"
Remodeling,
has
den,
room
adfire**, cies* S. the college.
cessories. Like new. Call
753-2732.
BIRD CAGE for parakeet
electric heat, carpeting.
ditions, any type of home
753-6650.
or canary and a breedor
Wises Ins. awl Reel Estate
Kitchen has disposal,
improvements. Free
LAWN MOWERS repaired.
Across from Pest office.
cage. Reasonable. Call
built-in range, dishestimates. 436-5840.
Phone 753-3163.
Fix mowers, rota-tillers,
753-5954.
washer. Single garage POP UP CAMPER, sleeps
and small engines, 436five. Stove and sink, used
and double-wide concrete
5525.
6 times. Ideal for towing HAULING AND yard work
drive. Priced in the low
PARADISE KENNELS - FIVE
ACHE traction_
with Pinto, or Vega, etc.
done. Call 753-2732.
Boarding and grooming,
753-8080
Call
an
$30's.
for
Kerby Jennings Trail(Ky
Call 753-4187 after 6.
pick up and delivery
EXPERIENCED Elec1918), a blacktop road, appointment or come by
service now available.
N.
105
Boyd-Majors
12th.
trician. 30 years depennear Hamlin, Ky and
22 FT. FULLY SELFCall 753-4106.
Real Estate.
dable
service,
Chandler Park. These lots
contained travel trailer
homewiring, remodeling
are located in an ex1972 model. Sacrifice
41. Public Sales
repairs, service changes,
clusive development near FOUR BEDROOM, 3
bey-Soli-lbspoir
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
baths,
grain bins di dairy barns.
house
in
Kentucky Lake. It is only
(RON of LLB. Mesh)
South 16th Street. Call 753Gatesborough. Qualifies
5 PARTY YARD sale.
All work guaranteed. Call
a short distance to boat
753-7575
3855.
Household and Clothing, 9
for a $2000 tax credit.
753-7488.
launching facilities at
Phone 753-9208.
to 4 Thursday, Friday,
Chandler Park. Each
and Saturday. 503 South
CAMP-A-RAMA
CARPET
tract is nicely wooded and
CLEANING,
Sales,
COLDWATER, 1 year,
6th St.
Coachman, Trail Star,
experienced,
has good building sites.
very
new, large 3 bedroom
HUTCHENS'
Fold down, unique, Good JOHN
reasonable rates,
Electric and phone are in
house. Extra large lot, 2
Plumbing and Electric.
GARAGE SALE, 1701
used trailers, ½ mile east
references, free
the area. Reasonably
car attached garage,
No jobs too small. Call
Holiday Drive, Saturday
of
68
and
641
estimates. Quick drying.
intersection.
priced. John C. Neubauer,
patio, separate laundry
436-5642 early morning or
and Sunday, 1 to 5 p. m. 5
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
Call 753-5827 or 753.9618.
Realtor, 505 Main Street
room, central air and
late afternoon.
h. p. motor, boys clothing,
527-7807.
Murray, 753-0101 or 753heat, built-in range and
excellent condition. Toys
7531.
54 Free Column
dishwasher. Ex- CAMPER FOR TRUCK,
and other items.
traordinary. Must see to
fully self contained, hot TUTORING CHILDREN MOTHER CAT and-or two
46. Homes For Sale
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
with special learning
and cold water, air
kittens. They are old
YARD SALE, Friday 12 to
needs.
conditioning,
Grades 1-7. Fee
sleeps
six.
enough to leave their
Saturday
5.
9 to 5. 423 NICE DUPLEX (30x72)
negotiable. Call 753-8761.
$975.00. Call 437-4371.
mother. Call 492-8670
South 10th St. Harlequin
located on a large lot 47. Motorcycles
books, bottles, crochet
close to shopping center. 3
Afghans, clothing, odds
years old. Call 753-4334. 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
and ends.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
TWO
STORY,
four
4 PARTY YARD sale. Avon
bedroom brick, 2 full
bottles, dishes, lots of
baths, separate dining 1971 HONDA 175 on and off
clothes. Friday and
room and family room in
road set up. Very exSaturday, 8:30 a. m. ti1, very pleasant S. West
cellent condition. $425.00
dark. 705 Sycamore.
,
Murray
Call Nick 436-2538.
neighborhood.
Lots of trees, well landscapecL Call 753-5249 for 1975 HARLEY DAVIDSON
YARD SALE
appointment.
Glider. Call 354-8569.
Saturday

Clock Shop

September 20, 1975
Women's Clothing, Jr.
Sizes 5-13, Misses 8-14,
shoes, purses and accessories,
mens'
clothing
Camelot Subdivision off
Wiswell Rood. follow the
signs.

43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has
five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 7531651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
TO BUY or sell Real
Estate, call or see us at
,Fulton Young Realty, 408
S. 4th, phone 753-7313. We
have local and out of state
buyers
and
handle
property of all kinds, in
both
Kentucky
and
.Tennessee. We need your
listings _now. Home
phones: Ftaltnn E. Young,
753-4946; Ishmael Stinson,
753-3744.

FOR
SALE-Frame
House, work shop and 5
acres of land 3 miles west
of Midway. Call 492-8729
after 5 p. m. or 762-2154.

1973 YAMAHA, 500 street
bike, windshield and
electric starr.3800. Make
offer. Call 489-2733.

FRESH BATCHES
DISCONTINUED WON GRADE
DETROIT AUTOMOTIVE
MAGI...14E11Y CONCRETE
and WILDING OUAUTY

1972 HONDA CB 350 with
helmet. 5,300 miles.
Excellent condition. $600
Call 489-2486.

OWNER TRANSFERRED
-3 bedroom brick, 2 baths,
living room, dining room,
Large eat-in kitchen, den
with fireplace, fully 49 Used Cars & Trucks
carpeted.
Dishwasher,
disposal, built-in stove, 1970 TOYOTA Corolla, 4
door sedan, nice car, good
carport. approximately
condition. $1,050. Call 753one acre. Reduced $3500.
9189 or 753-8124 after 5.
121 North. Call 7538182.

Met Order Pew Co
53 41/111 Street
Gene La 700(13

For That Personal Touch See...

Thornton Tile
& Marble
"Quality That Will Please'
753-5719
612 So. 9th

504/367-3083

1974 Hi-Quality Paint at 1932 Prices
You Cannot Buy Better Paint For Lass Money.
ME MIN OM MIR MEI OM BM Ell MN nil 1111 MIN

MARBLE
Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors to Match Any Decor.

MAT'S MOST ono Use pilaw toe poor enentel
1100,ten order ol pent est $orer wit
at• 1000olo
try ow 0•.
41
Dente Ws an beck tonere armlet:ten We eras•
nugo percreneo or oterryttery con t
net% nom nes
Pao..IM wry mime Ornal perm ea wow wan OW
0,Omsk. worth 1114 6111 pot Gel You ago'OM,,011
I tough g mu'.,,
,. on inytheng We howo
osier
you ow/ nood pup roma
or owl us &sondes myth
chock
you,
ONLY 114 lb pet Gotten 4 KM
ngto now Plua
•• owe Ole earner. won row %rot oder PLUS •••
ardor 4 Gallon, 05 on• rotor owl go Ms SO imam
FREE
MAK YOUR ORDER TODAY WHILE WE STILL
HAW oapa• THAW 300 DtifERENT COLORS l I
Yer eerie:MN ewe a,weirto••• Ws or 5005441411
or ner• 0481

4

YOUR ORDER FORM

II

II
II
II
11
11

Doer ono
good oy you
If your peso, o.
soy 01 re mond Ow follereong
vire.4 and cob*.

Oellons

Cease

Pram

TO Mail Order Paint Co. Dept.- KMI,
83 Fifth Street
Gretna. La. 700153
Enclosed find
for

Galleetirof War paint.
•
Optiowl040
/Oberon
Total satotatt•
III You ow *floc% MOO wIIR MRS.
woo coupe or arnals•
YOU wont).
We utoiartiantl al yaw palaills
wird •• • 100% ailialmat
gue111.11110

cos

STOW

III. all OM nil
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setereent•
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_
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Negotiator To Attempt To
Complete Russia Grain Deal

News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) — A public hearing on electric utility rates and regulations is scheduled Thursday at the
Jefferson County Community College in-Louisville.
?
A special commission formed by Gov. Julian Carroll will
conduct the hearing. The 17-member commission is studying
the state's rising utility rates and the impact the rates are
having on customers.
BENHAM, Ky.(AP) — The roof of a coal mine in this
southeastern Kentucky town collapsed Friday, killing one
man and temporarily trapping another.
A spokesman for International Harvester said Luther C.
Hill of Totz, Ky., was killed in the accident. Paul D. Johnson
of Cumberland, Ky., was trapped for a short time but was
rescued. He suffered minor injuries, the spokesman said.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A federal judge has denied a
request for a bill of particulars on charges filed against a
man in connection with an injury to a policeman during an
• antibusing riot.
•
U. S. District Court Judge James F. Gordon denied the request from an attorney for Lawrence Kendall.
The attorney, Joseph Glass, asked the government to provide specific details of the alleged crime, including names of
persons who might have witnessed the incident.
A federal grand jury charged that Kendall struck a Jefferson County policeman in the eye with a lead fishing weight
hurled from a slingshot. The policeman, Michael Doughty,
has lost vision in one eye as a result of the incident, according
to police.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
A 61-year-old employe of
General Electric's Appliance Park was killed Friday in an industrial accident.
Deputy Jefferson County Coroner James B. Egner said
Thomas C. Hurst, a maintenance man, was struck in the
head by a piece of equipment.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Mayor Harvey Sloane's office says Dr. Leslie C. Drew, director of the Museum of the
Rockies in Bozeman, Mont., has turned down an offer to be
director of Louisville's proposed new Museum of Natural
History and Science.
James Gulick, an aide to the Louisville mayor, says he is
now looking for other candidates for the post.
ATLANTA,Ga.( AP) — Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane
says the major problem created by court-ordered busing was
the alienation of whites.
For many whites, the busing question represents a last
stand for freedom,Sloane said.
ile_spokaFriday at the sixth annualmeeting of-tlastasoarSociety.
"Too many of our citizens believe that their government
leaders are trying to dominate their lives by slowly taking
away their cherished freedoms of mobility and choice,"
Sloane said.
WASHINGTON (AP) — State Department officials are
saying thi proposed sale of air defense missiles to Jordan is
back on 16e track. No new conditions on the $350 million sale
of Hawk missiles would be imposed beyond Jordanian
agreement to keep them in immobile defensive array around
Amman, they said. Jordan had called reports of a written
required pledge to not use the Hawks against Israel and insult and said it would buy its missiles from the Soviets.
WASHINGTON(AP)— State Department Undersecretary
Charles W. Robinson is to return to the Soviet Union within a
week to complete terms of a long-range agreement for Moscow to buy five million tons of U.S. grain each year. Sources
said Robinson would also negotiate separately toward
another agreement guranteeing a limited amount of Soviet
oil for American importing.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Army says three civilian employes were killed by diseases contracted while working at
the former Biological Warfare Laboratory at Ft. Detrick,
Md. Two of the men died of anthrax, a fatal infection usually
caught from cattle or sheep, and the other from a virus which
caused an epidemic in Bolivia. Killed were a miCrobiologist,
an electrician and an animal caretaker, in the years of 1951,
1958 and 1964.
DAYTON, Ohio(AP) — A former mental patient has been
charged with murder after he walked into the office of Dr.
Charles A. Glatt, a nationally recognized desegregation consultant, and fired four bullets into him. The FBI charged
Neal Bradley Long, 48, a white service station attendant,
with murder on federal property. Glatt was in his office in the
federal building writing an integration proposal for the city
schools.
SALISBURY, Rhodesia (AP) — Prime Minister Ian smith
said that Rhodesian forces were replacing the 2,000 South
African paramilitary troops withdrawn from Rhodesia in an
apparent effort to pressure the white-minority government
into holding political talks with black nationalist leaders.
Smith said Friday the South African withdrawal left gaps in
Rhodesia's defenses against black insurgents, and had hurt
rather than helped chances of a political settlement. "Our
main concern was that by withdrawing the South African
police ... the local black nationalists leaders believed that
they had us in a position of weakness as opposed to strength,"
Smith said in an interview.
BEIRUT,IRbanonT(iiii) — Militant Moslems threatened to
attack "American imperialist" firms today in Lebanon's
political and religious street war. The warning came in a
communique from the "Nasser Forces Corrective
Movement," one of Beirut's heavily armed factions locked in
combat that for the last week has turned the Lebanese
capital into a battleground. Smoke rose from several stillblazing buildings in the central commercial center of Martyr's Square, where street fighting and grenade exchanges
raged through the night despite government attempts to impose a curfew.

ARTHRITIS DRIVE—Members of the Murray High FHA
are making plans for their solicitation
of businesses for the local arthritis drive. The solicitation
will begin Monday afternoon at 3 p.m.
Left to right are, Beth Outland, FHA president, Mrs.
Lucy Lilly, advisor, Kelly Williams, drive
chairman, Jan Outland, secretary and PamJohnson,freshman.
Photo by Gerald Carter

Ford Lays Down Five-Point
Campaign Program On Friday
r,

LOS ANGELES (AP) — DeThe President, who is mixing and the Soviet government will
claring he finds "a great sense nonpolitical and partisan ap- negotiate soon a
five-year
of renewal" among Republi- pearances and a bit of golf into agreement under which
the Socans, President Ford has laid his long weekend schedule, told viets will agree to buy
a
fixed
down a five-point campaign his Oklahoma City audience minimum amount of U.S.
wheat
program he says most Ameri- that the Republican party "fills each year and thus avoid
wide
cans will support in the 1976 your needs, your hopes Aid.
PLIr_chil*!24.
viecttoir
your-aspiritioni."'—
Ford's only scheduled public
Before flying to California for
He said he was optimittic appearance today was at an
a three-day stay, Ford told a that enough Americans will afternoon ceremony
dedicating
group of GOP contributors in agree to give the GOP 1976 vic- a field house
at Pepperdine
Oklahoma City on Friday night tories ranging from the White University in suburban
Malibu.
that their party is undergoing a House to local offices.
He planned a private break"revival of optimism" which he
Appearing earlier at the Ok- fast meeting with editors of the
said was "based on very sound lahoma State Fair, Ford sought Los Angeles Times
and a local
political realities."
to soothe angered midwestern television interview filmed for
Setting forth what seemed wheat growers who oppose his later broadcast.
He and Mrs.
like the main points of his own embargo on further grain sales Ford will
spend the night at
campaign program, Ford said to the Soviet Union until mid- Monterey, after
the President
Republicans stand for five prin- October.
has a round of golf at the
ciples which a great majority
The President said he is opti- neighboring
Pebble Beach
of Americans share:
mistic that the United States course.
—"A free enterprise system
unfettered by obsolete regulations."
—"Fiscal restraint and fiscal
responsibility."
—"A strong ?national
fense."
—"Local control by local
LEITCHFIELD, Ky. AP) — the date the letter was signed.
people over local problems."
Leitchfield Mayor Albert H. Circuit Court Judge Kenneth
—"More freedom for individ- Thomason has resigned and
Goff, after the indictment was
uals"
faces arraignment on Friday in announced, read
a letter of resconnection with an indictment ignation from
Thomason. It
charging that he lied to the city was effective immediatel
y.
council.
The grand jury also indicted
A Grayson County Grand former city patrolman Edwin
Jury returned an indictment Swift on several charges, inFriday charging Thomason cluding perjury, making a
with lying under oath to the threatening telephone call and
Regular worship services will city council about the date he giving drugs to a minor.
be held at the Memorial Baptist signed an audit letter to con- Swift was accused of making
Church, Tenth and Main firm to city residents that they the telephone call to the daughter of Police Court Judge B. G.
Streets, at 10:50 a. m. and seven had paid traffic fines.
p.m. on Sunday, September 21,
Thomason had claimed he DeWitt. He entered a plea of
guilty and was freed on $5,000
with Rev. Jerrell White, pastor, signed the letter in
June of last
as the speaker.
year, but three auditors from bond.
In its report, the grand jury
Ralph Bogard will serve as Charles R. Hatton,
Inc., of
deacon of the week.
Louisyille, said the letter was said, it had discovered "a wall
of rumors, allegations and haSpecial music at the morning signed in February of this
year.
rassing statements which is
service will Ix by the Sanctuary
The auditors also said Thom- most unfortunate for the people
Choir, directed by Rev. Ron
Hampton with Mrs. Thomas ason told them to keep secret of Leitchfield.
r
Wilkins as organist and Miss
Diane Wilkins as pianist.
The College Choir will sing at
the evening services.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. and Church Training at
six p. m.

Leitchfield Mayor

indicte-d Ety Jury

Regular Services
Are Scheduled At
Memorial Baptist

Interim Pastor To
Speak At Services
At First Baptist

Rev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
pastor of the First Baptist
Church,- will speak at the
worship services at 10:45 a.m
and seven p.m. on Sunday.
September 21, at the church.
Dr. Gil Mathis will serve as
LISBON, Portugal (AP) — Premier Jose Pinheiro de Azedeacon of the week and will
vedo pledged his moderatedominated cabinet would try to
assist in the morning services
heal Portugal's deep social divisions, restore respect for the
along with G. T. Moody.
law and cure a sick economy. Adm. Azevedo's "government
minister of education, and
-:' of national salvation" was the sixth since the Portuguese
Edward Walsh, minister of
military overthrew a rightist regime 17 months ago and the .- youth.
first to reflect the popular vote in a May referendum. The
The Adult Choir, directed by
cabinet has five military members and 10 civilians, including
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
four Socialists and two Socialist allies, two Popular
of music, will present special
Democrats, one Communist and an independent. But the
music at bdth services.
military, which also has the powerful Revolutionary Council,
Taking the offering on Sunday
will maintain over-all control.
will be J. D. Ftayburn, Billy Joe
Parker, Richard Knight, Ralph
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.(AP)— The Uaited States, under
it, Billy Joe Pucket
heavy attack for packaging U.N. membership for South
nr
Warren, and DA
Korea and the Hanoi and Saigon Communist regimes into a
Robinson.
single issue, has warned that '.!the United Nations will die if it
Volunteer nursery workers
does not remain representative." U.S. Ambassador Daniel P.
Sunday. morning will be Mrs.
Moynihan made the statement Yriday night after the
Dale Cochran, Mrs. Jerry
,k" General Assembly voted 12340 0 asking the Security Council
McCoy, Mrs. Brenda Estes,
to "reconsider immediately and favorably" U.N. admission
Miss Susan Estes, Mrs. Steve
for North and South Vietnam. The two Communist governAndrus, Miss Dina English,
ments were vetoed by the United States on Aug. 11 in ' Miss Lisa English, Mrs. B. C.
retaliation for the Security Council's refusal to take up South — Grogan, Miss Kay Adams, Miss
Korea's application. Nine, countries including the United
Beth Taylor, and Dr. and Mrs.
States abstained on the assembly request, which the Security
Alan Moffitt.
Council may-take up as early as neap Monday.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
•
a.m: and Bible Study at six p.m
,*

al

4

from Secretary of State Henry the next few months. Talks on
A. Kissinger, Robinson expects further sales this year are in
to peg prices for American temporary suspension while the
wheat, corn and barley at a long-range negotiations take
level that would minimize the place.
impact on the U.S. consumer
A team headed by Robinson
and guard against price fluc- returned early this week from
Moscow where it made considtuations for farmers.
President Ford told an au- erable progress on a broad
dience at the Oklahoma State grain deal and also took favorFair on Friday he was optimis- able soundings on a future
tic a grain accord will be swap for oil.
reached with the Russians.
Officials said privately that
"I am now giving priority at- importing Russian oil could
tention to reaching an agree- have major political dividends,
ment that will enable us to since the Ford administration
trade with the Soviets on a has been fighting a rearguard
more predictable basis," he action against complaints that
said.
detente is a one-way street.
A poor Russian harvest has
led to purchases of 9.8 million
metric tons of grain from
American exporters so far this
year. The deals have been
piecemeal, causing uncertainty
at this end and, according to
many economists, a probable
"Creeds of the Church" will jump in consumer prices over
be the subject of the sermon by
Dr. James Fisher at the 8:45
and 10:50 a. m. services on
Sunday, September 21, at the
First United Methodist Church.
His scripture will be from
NEWPORT, Ky. (API — A
Genesis 1:1-2, John 1:1-5, and former Northern Kentucky
Acts 2:1-4.
State College professor who
Willard Alls, Pharmacist at
Church School will be held was fired in August has filed
Murray
Calloway County
between the morning services. suit charging that his ouster
t Bath .the Senior and Junior violated free speech and due Hospital and author of "What
'High United Methodist Youth process provisions of the U. S. Every Christian Should Know
About Drug Abuse," will be a
Fellowship groups will meet Constitution.
separately at six p. m. with
Dr. Leslie C. Tihany, fired by featured speaker at the Soul
supper for both groups at seven the school's board of regents Winning Workshop, October
p. m.
Aug. 21 seeks reinstatement 2 through 5. The workshop
-will- -.he field at the in-anti-lost pay hi the suitThe regents voted to fire ternational Bible College
Tihany after hearing charges Florence, Alabama. Ails wiJI
brought by Dr. W. Frank speak on the topic, "A PharSteely, who then was president macist talks about drug
abuse."
of the school.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
State Department's top economic expert will return to the
Soviet Union within a week to
try to complete terms of a longrange agreement obligating
Moscow to buy at least five
million tons of U.S. grain a
year.
While
Undersecretary
Charles W. Robinson is there, it
was learned, he will pursue
parallel negotiations with the
Russians about a separate and
more tentative deal in which
the United States would receive
Soviet oil satisfying about five
per cent of its needs.
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TeedeOf Church'
To Be ToFile Of
Dr. Fisher Sunday

Fred NKSC Prof
Files Suit Friday

pro. Dale To Be
Speaker Sunday,
7th And Poplar

Bro. John Dale, minister of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ, will speak at both the
10:40 a.m, and six p.m. services
on Sunday, September 21, at the
church.
The song service will be led
by Jerry Bolls and the announcements will be by Ed
Thomas.
"Despising Youth" will be the
subject of the morning sermon
with Richard Duke to read the
scripture from I Timothy 4:12.
Prayers will be led by Jack
Rose and Greg Garland.
The evening sermon topic will
be "Whom Say Ye That I Am"
with the scripture from Matthew 16:13-16 to be read by
Terry McDougal. Tommy
Carraway and Edward Thomas
will lead in pfrayers.
Presiding for the Lord's
Supper will be Steve Steele and
Randy Wright.
Ted Howard, Jerry Humphreys, and David Jewell will
serve on the Extension
Department.
Bible Study will be at 9:40
a.m.
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FIRE SCHOOL CONDUCTED — Murray City Fire Chief
Jackie Cooper recently conducted a fire school at the Hazel
community, involving newly-recruited women volunteers,
as well as the men of the Hazel area. Above are volunteers
Sheila White, Hilda Reynolds, Nell Mastera, Martha Oliver
and Donna Holmes. Other volunteers are Wilburn Alton,
Hugh Alton, Billy Fortes, Glenn Barnett, Hal Miller, Hoyt McClure, Preston Oliver, Joe Pat Ray, Henry Hutson, Jerry
White,and Bill Forres.

Would you beli▪eve
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EAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
Your Nearest Travel Agency

is 10 years old!
And some people still don't know that Far Lands Travel
Agency makes no charge for making air and train reservations
and writing tickets while you wait - right here in our office at
127 South 7th Street in Mayfield! Both charter and
scheduled airlines. Even Icelandic!
No charge for hotel and motel reservations nearly anywhere in the
world. Save postage and
phone tolls by using us. Same rates as direct.

UP TO

We sell group and package tours, Europabus. Eurailpasses, Student
Eurailpass. Luxury
deals, cheapies • everything.
Look in the travel section of your Sunday big city newspaper for the
travel ads - anybody's,
anywhere. Then ask us trrquote for you same price plus our local
service. Free brochures.
(We're told we have the largest variety of travel brochures in Kentucky!)
Cruises? - We SPECIALIZE in cruises. Ford's International Cruise Director lists
Far Lands
Travel Agency as "Kentucky's Most Knnwledgeable Cruise Specialists!" Ask
us for a
special appointment to advise you in detail on cruises or tours. Our cruise specialist
has
probably been there • recently'

Phone 247-1289
Mayfield, Ky.

Irene Berry, Manager
Betty Kinney, Reservationist and Ticket Writer
Tina Dunkerson, Reservationistand Tour Sales
Fariand Robbins - Cruise Consultant and Owner

Gentlemen: Please send me at no charge, information on the following:

While They Last

0Orient
0South Pacific
0Cruises
LI israel Holy Land

0Around the World
E)Caribbean
0Mediterranean
0Special Expeditions

0Hawaii
North Cape

fl Mexico

0So. America
USSR 'East Europe I
Europe

Africa

and/or information on

Jim Fain Motors
9th & Sycamore
Phone 753-0632,
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